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Winston Churchill: History will be kind to me, for I intend to write it. 

IINNTTEERRMMIISSSSIIOONN  ##110055
E-zine by Ahrvid Engholm, ahrvid@hotmail.com for EAPA, now also N'APA! The last of 10 
"history issues", alas. LoC if you want more, and follow @SFJournalen's newstweets on 
Nordic sf/f/h&fandom! I have covered skiffy news for six decades now. Thish probably has 
some mutated typos! Get vacczinated! Use a twiltone facemask while reading! Late Jan 2021.

 MEDitorially
I usually have some comments here on the absurd medical
situation we're in But first a couple of news about Intermission.
  1) This is the 10th "history issue" with old newspaper clips about
sf and fandom. From next issue I'll begin to scale down on the
history reporting (I'll keep to maybe a couple of clips) and also cut
down on "outsiders" getting the zine. I have mailed it around to
many non-APAns, thinking that the history stuff is worth a wider
audience. All who have in any way reacted to an Intermission 
history issue will be kept on the mailing list, though. But if you
want to be sure of getting #106 just send me a few words!
  2) And secondly, Intermission will from now on also haunt N'APA,
which is run by N3F (The National Fantasy Fan Federation), the
organisation founded in 1941 by among others damon knight, 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Fantasy_Fan_Federation
N'APA started way back in 1959 on paper but is now electronic. I've been an "associate member" of 
N3F for a few years, an arrangement which gives you their PDFzines and E-mails (but no voting 
rights). I knew about N'APA somewhere in the back of my head, ut when the latest N3F E-mail 
explicitly suggested you to join, I though: By Rosce! Thundering Rockets! Why not!
  About the corona shite. Whatever media claims, things aren't too bad here - and improving, with 
curves diving. Sweden is still on no lockdown and past the second wave, though it was bigger than 
expected (shouldn't perhaps been unexpected, cold of winter makes a virus yell "Yippie!" as people 
move more indoors). The diving curves are to a degree due to a decent level of herd immunity. And 
it's also clear that Swedish corona deaths have been over-reported by a factor of 3. The Public Health

Agency claimed 9500 by Dec 31, but excess deaths were "only" 3400. The
rest were deceased with but not from the virus. The definition has simply 
been too "wide", and many countries claiming lower death rates probably 
have inadequate statistics. (Russia eg had excess deaths 2020 five times 
higher than their official corona deaths figure indicate.)
  The Swedish economy has lost "only" 3.3% in 2020, much better than for
most other countries, and the drop its expected to be reclaimed in 2021. 
But vaccination goes very slow. There are at this moment only just over 
250 000 shots delivered, a rate by which it'd take 4 years to cover the 

country. I hope the pace of arm pricking picks up as more vaccine types become available. But it will 
be a a complement to natural herd immunity. In mid-December 38% (!) of Stockholmers carried 
antibodies = immunity. It must be even more now, have spread country-wide and will spread even 
more next months. Immunity and more vaccination (only those not gone through the infection should 
be jabbed, they are immune already!) should together kill off the bugger by spring, surely by summer 
anyway. And don't believe in shoddy skiffy raving about mutants! Let's hope this bloody dystopian-
armageddon-scientifiction-Martian bug have left us alone by summer!                   --Ahrvid Engholm

The King of Sweden, HM Carl XVI 
Gustaf, got his his first corona vaccine in 
early January. Didn't seem to hurt much.

Swedish virus deaths Jan 27. 
2nd bump now diving hard!

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Fantasy_Fan_Federation


RIP: Sture Sedolin & Sten Andersson 

Sten Andersson (1951-2019) made his debut as sf author with the time travel 
novel Resan tillbaka ("The Trip Back") in 1980. Among his about half a dozen 
novels (plus a number of short stories in Jules Verne Magasinet) we also 
have his steampunkish Zeppelinarvalsen ("The Zeppelin Waltz"). His 
speciality was what he called "economy sf". A humours guy, often with a little 
joke coming from the corner of his mouth, who sometimes could be seen on 
our sf cons. A very important contribution by him to the sf genre is when his 
small publishing house Heidi in 2015 released Häpna! - en bok om 1950-
talets tongivande science fiction-tidskrift ("Häpna! A book about the dominant 
sf magazine of the 1950s", ed John-Henri Holmberg), a history about and 
with stories from this important Swedish sf magazine. He died in November, 
but it's unknowm if this damn' C virus was involved.
Carl Hällström. 1941-2019 in fandom using the name
Sture Sedolin, mentioned in Intermission's history
issues several times. (Sedolin is his mother's maiden
name. Some spell the other name "Hellström" but it
seems he preferred Hällström). He was one of the
leading fans in early Swedish fandom from the 1950's
and on. Publisher of the eminent Super Fantasi, the
newszine SF-Fronten (later changing name to SF-
Times) and the first English language Swedish fanzine 
Cactus. He was one of the first Swedish fans to have
international contacts and go to foreign cons, like to
Loncon in 1960 (see the pictures), more in eg 
http://www.fiawol.org.uk/fanstuff/then

%20archive/1960con/60con1.htm
He was
also known
for being in
a long-time
feud with
Sam J
Lundwall,
said to
have began
in the early
1960's
when Sture
claimed
Sam J

"stole" an sf con Sture planned, but they were also newszine
competitors when Sam started SF-Nytt. Sture withdrew a bit
from fandom later in the 1960's to concentrate on jazz music,
becoming a rather big name in those circles, but could still be
seen as eg projectionist when the Scandinavian SF 

Alan Dodd, Sture Sedolin, Don Ford, from Loncon 1960.

A jazz column by Sture Hällström.

From the news: Sales of Corona beerFrom the news: Sales of Corona beer  jumped by 40%jumped by 40%!!

https://inews.co.uk/news/consumer/corona-beer-sales-soared-2020-covid-association-supermarket-sales-latest-799853
https://inews.co.uk/news/consumer/corona-beer-sales-soared-2020-covid-association-supermarket-sales-latest-799853
http://www.fiawol.org.uk/fanstuff/then%20archive/1960con/60con1.htm
http://www.fiawol.org.uk/fanstuff/then%20archive/1960con/60con1.htm
http://www.fiawol.org.uk/fanstuff/then%20archive/1960con/60con1.htm


Association had movie nights. I had some contacts with
him through the years, like when he gave me some old
fanzines, about two full paper bags (I'll bequest it to the
Uppsala university library, which I know Sture also
wanted as he lived in Uppsala). 
  In 1964 he launched the prozine (or semipro) Nya
Världar ("New Worlds"), mentioned in last issue from an
Expressen article, though it only came with one issue.
He liked classic films, beside old music, and he was
involved in reissuing old jazz and evergreen tracks, 
https://www.discogs.com/artist/3087741-Sture-Hällström
I heard from Sture as late as last August.  He lived in a
care home for the elderly, but I don't know if the blasted virus was involved in his death, which 
happened in November.

History of the Future...
When the Royal Library in Stockholm - our national library - last spring opened their digital newspaper
archive online for a couple of months (to compensate for less availability due to a Certain Virus) I 
didn't know it would turn into a goldmine of history information. It has taken many hundreds of hours 
of work. I estimate at least 250 hours those two spring months going through the archive as much as 
I could (resulting in ca 1500 save newspaper articles) and to this comes weeks, months of work 
afterwards sifting through it all and presenting it here in Intermission. 
  A couple of hundred of the finds have been here in ten issues, but with next issue it's time to ease 
off a little on all this work. I'll try to get Intermission a little bit back to normality. I'll keep a little history 
corner, but I'll let other contents be back, a bit of this and that and not entire issues of just old 
newspaper clips. I'll also scale back on the "external" distribution, done because the history stuff may 
be of wider interest. Science fiction and fandom history are rather international topics. Much of it has 
come from the US and UK, where it has been covered in English, in books, con panels, web sites, 
etc. It has thus made sense to summarise or translate what I have found into English.
  While cutting a little on external distribution, I'll keep all who one time or another has contacted me 
about the issues  -  but If you want to be sure to stay on the list, just send me a few words. Others 
who I think may be history interested will also be kept for now.
  Intermission usual contents are eg reports from events I have attended (those were very few last 
year...), thoughts on things I've read, con reports, comments on recent events, well, anything I find 
interesting really, but usually relating to sf, fantasy, fandom and culture in a broader sense . But you 
may also find a few comments on, say, cross-country skiing. (Which I watch on the telly. Hope the 
Swedish skiers grab some metal at the coming World Championships. Especially our women's team 
is right now probably the world's best.) I hope I won't have too write many RIPs, though.
  But now over to the history stuff! Isn't it strange that we who are Fans of the
Far Future often dig so deep into the past? I think that the history of fandom
is especially interesting, since it has always been a (f)anarchistic environment
with lots of unique creativity and legend making, in a way we  can't see in any
other cultural movement AFAIK. "Fandom has a history  equal to a small
European country", someone observed.
 History also rules when it comes to sf. Older stuff in the genre tends to be
more interesting and better than much more recent production, which tends
to be babbling, pretentious and overlong, faults stemming from the 

Don Ford, Brian Jordan, Bill Temple, Sture 
Sedolin, Ron Bennett, from Loncon 1960. 

https://www.discogs.com/artist/3087741-Sture-H%C3%A4llstr%C3%B6m


introduction of word processors and Political Correctness. (2xPC...!)
  So on fandom now. First a little convention note I don't think I have run before, from Göteborgs-
Posten, April 14 1970,  "SF Topic on Convention"...a "rather original topic":

Around 150 persons will gather the three first days of May from Denmark, Norway and Sweden to have a 
convention on a rather original topic - sf. It is the 15th Scandinavian convention on the subject. The convention
and organisers are a society calling themselves The Witty Society Your Friend Fandom. It is an informal 
literary society consisting of the author Bertil C Mårtensson, Lund, technolog  /title for tech engineer student/ 
Mats Linder and Ph student John-Henri Holmberg, Stockholm.

There was no formal system for deciding what was a "Scancon" They simply counted that there had 
been 14 earlier cons in Sweden, Denmark and Norway (Finland didn't count yet). Later in the 1970's 
we tried a formal rotation system between these three, but the order became unsynchronised and the

system collapsed. (The 
only so-and-so "official" 
regional con here, 
running 1993 to mid-
00's, was the Baltcon, 
for countries around the 
Baltic Sea, rotating 
East-West. I and some 
friends, eg of Lituanian 
fandom, started the 
Baltcons.)
  After the first Worldcon
in New York in 1939, 
about the same time as 
the 1930-40 NYC 
World's Fair, one could 
make a "virtual" trip to 
the Moon  in a local 
planetarium, as 
Söderhamns-Tidningen 
reported April 6 1940, 
"A Trip to the Moon". 

It's still in fresh memory 
how American radio 
listeners was frightened 
by a broadcast of the HG 
Wells' play "War of the 
Worlds". Thousands of 
people believed that the 
Martians were storming 
Earth and a lot of 
hullabaloo erupted. The 
event shows that no one 
really thinks it is 
impossible to  arrange 
communications between 
Earth and her neighbours 
in space. How to do it and
when the fantasies may 
become reality is another 
matter. But you can 
embark on a trip to the 



Moon in New York, just as realistic as it would be in real life. You do that in the Hayden planetarium. The 
astronomers already know so much about the Moon that constructing a realistic moon landscape presents no 
insurmountable obstacles with the help of the tools of modern technology, at the same time dramatising a trip 
there and let the passengers see what a moon traveller would see. It has taken a big staff of co-workers four 
months to stage this sensational tourist trip, and the result is extraordinary if newspaper reports are to be 
believed. They have painted 2000 sqm cardboard with Lunar landscapes, craters and ring mountains and 
"seas" and the lighting experts have done their best to get the right lighting effects. The most difficult has 
perhaps been to project what Earth looks like from the Moon. The passengers are seated in a rocket ship that 
starts with a terrible explosion, and then you hear a constant noise from explosions as the rocket thrusts and 
rushes through space with 7000 km/sec. /Sic!/ In this rocketship, the size of a modern battleship, there is 
everything of modern comfort, but the passengers are given the extra favour of being let into the navigation 
room, where lots of displays, dials and instruments make an big impression, and through an observation 
window you can see how the Moon comes closer. This effect like much other has been achieved by skilled 
trick photography. After a while the rocketship lands on the Moon and the next moment the travellers are in a 
Lunar crater, from which they can observe a heavenly event. The trip takes place April 18 2144 and this day 
there is a solar eclipse. There will be many artistic, yes scary effects. The travellers would have a diving 
helmet on their heads and oxygen tubes on their backs if it was real to go out on excursions in a silent Lunar 
world - silent because there's no air that can transfer the sound vibrations. But it would be easy for them to 
climb the mountains. The Moon has only 1/6 of Earth's gravity and a heavyweight of 90 kg would only weigh 
15. To do this /simulate 0.16 G/ is however nothing the planetary gentlemen are able to achieve. The trip to the
Moon must for a long time remain a fantasy however. The astronomer can still investigate our neighbour. The 
telescope brings the Moon close to us. When the latest wonder is ready, the 5 m mirror of Mnt Palomar, the 
Moon will be only 40 km away. But unfortunately this giant mirror won't be very good for studying such a big 
object as the Moon. 2144 is only a minute forward in time for  an astronomer, however far away it may seem to
us. With the ingenious projectors they can take us forward in time - and just as easily let the clock move 
backwards and take us to for instance the night Jesus was born. But of course the astronomers can't include 
everything in their calculations. In October the little planetoid Hermes came very close to Earth - it was just 
over 60 000 km away. It is just under 10 km big but if it had collided - it's not totally out of the question - 
something like the final doom would have happened. But otherwise the risk of a collision is very slim, space is 
after all despite what our eyes witness very thinly populated. The distances between the stars  are so huge 
that they can be compared to five birds that on our planet fly over one continent each.That they would meet 
would be very improbable, don't you think. No, it is more likely that our romantic companion will be the villain. 
The Moon is pulled closer to Earth through her stronger gravity, not much in a hundred years but enough to be
noted. When the distance has shrunk to 40% of present the Moon will simply be pulled apart through the 
terrible gravity from Earth. Pieces of the Moon will fall on Earth, until it entirely crashes there, and then the 
human species saga end in a disaster. Unless we have long before that ended ourselves. (Caption: What the 
Earth looks like from the Moon.)

Interesting that they thought the
Moon is coming closer. We now
know it is slowly drifting away. New
York's Hayden Planetarium (1935-
1997, now reopened as a part of
American Museum of Natural
History) was big on speculating
about space travel! I've googled
around to try to find what the 1940
lunar trip at the planetarium looked
like, but the best I find are general
descriptions of the institution, like 

https://playingintheworldgame.com/2014/11/25/memories-of-the-hayden-planetarium/ And the Lunar 
landscape mentioned 
might have looked like 
this (but it's a 1950's 
version by Chesley 
Bonestell). Note how 
they get the hills wrong! 
Real lunar hills are 

The Original Hayden Planetarium. Torn 
down in 1997...

...and replaced by this. Looks 
impressive!

https://playingintheworldgame.com/2014/11/25/memories-of-the-hayden-planetarium/


rounded and low.
  And about trips to the Moon, here's from  Expressen July 10th, 1954,
about critic Roland Adlerberth who through his outstanding and very
personal review column in Häpna! (later continued in Jules Verne
Magasinet) was very important for introducing sf in Sweden:

MOON WRITER: Roland Adlerberth, library man, poet, critic from Gothenburg 
has by Radiotjänst /national radio company/ been offered to travel to the Moon.
Well only in his imagination, but still. It was Adlerberth's article in Expressen last Sunday that is behind the 
offer. Adlerberth shall starting this autumn become sf critic in Bonnier's Literary Magazine.

I haven't identified the article referred to yet (it may be among the 1500 
newspaper clips I collected) but BLM was at the time the most important 
literary magazine. Good for him! The magazine had previously that year 
published the infamous head-on attack on sf, covered here before, by 
vitriolic Elisabeth Tykesson, and getting Adlerberth on the train may have 
been their way of making a sort of redemption.
  And who's better to guide you to the Moon, if only in a literary review, than
Arthur C Clarke, as here in Expressen August 25,  1951 (possibly  the first 
time Mr Clarke is mentioned in Swedish press), "Moon traveller must 
switch rocket underway":

The chairman of the British Interplanetary Society counts on that the first flight to 
the Moon will happen within 25 to 30 years /it took 18!/ Before that, probably 
within ten years, the scientists will place an artificial moon just outside Earth's 
atmosphere, he predicts. This extra "moon" will in the future serve as a "petrol 
station" for the space vehicles and possibly also for changing rocket for the moon
travellers, and it should be at least 500 km from Earth. One type of rocket would 
go in "ferry traffic" between Earth and the artificial moon, and another which 
possibly would be built outside Earth's atmosphere, would transport the travellers 
to the Moon. As journeys are extended, in first hand to Mars and Venus, a "long 
distance rocket" will be needed and it must be built out there in space and remain
there. Scientists and amateurs who are interested in space travel will gather for 
discussions about future projects in London in September.

We meet Arthur "Ego" Clarke again in Expressen, February 5, 1953, "The 
Moon May Be Colonised with 'Air Tight' Cities": 

How the Moon may be colonised is described
in a new book by the chairman of the British
Interplanetary Society, Arthur C Clarke. The
first moon travellers will probably be most
interested in the moon minerals. With the
spaceship as a base they will explore the area
around the landing. Later they'll build simple
"igloos" for living, after some trips back and
forth. That means a Lunar base has been
established - certainly on plains facing Earth. A
few years after the first landing the base will be
permanent and constantly manned. Its task: in
first hand astronomical research. After some
decades it's possible to to begin real
colonisation. The problems of oxygen and food
should then be solved. If it will be doable is an
important question. It is crucial for if the Moon's
future population will be a few dozen scientists
or millions of people living in "air tight" cities.
NOTE: It will take some time before we can 
check Mr Clarke's prophecies. As yet we have problems to even travel to the Moon. You can read about these 
problems in a series of reports, starting today on the Picture Page.



  One of  the Expressen Moon reports will follow below. 
  Wikipedia writes about the 1951 conference mentioned, 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Astronautical_Federation

After World War II, Heinz Gartmann, Gunter Loeser, and Heinz-Hermann
Koelle formed the German Rocket Society. They contacted the British
Interplanetary Society and Groupement Astronautique Francaise. The
French group's leader, Alexandre Ananoff, organized the First International Congress for Astronautics in Paris 
in September 1950. At the second congress in London in September 1951, the International Astronautical 
Federation (IAF) was organized.

  And here we learn that Svenska Sällskapet for Rymdforskning ("Swedish Society for Space 
Research") was founded October 16, after the 1950 IAC Paris meeting, in 1951 re-named Svenska 
Interplanetariska Sällskapet ("Swedish Interplanetary Society") 
http://www.svengrahn.pp.se/histind/Swefirst/SIS/SIS.htm (text in Swedish, but try Google Translate if 
you're really interested). The space and sf oriented group Atomic Noah, inspired by the Atomic Bomb 
and tales from Jules Verne Magasinet, had been formed earlier, September 1945,as told before in 
Intermission.
  Söderhamns Tidning had more on
moon colonies August 31 1953, 
"Air-Tight Cities on the Moon -
Fantastic Future Project":

The first men have landed on the
Moon. From being weightless when
they've been on the space station
outside Earth, the have now regained
some of their weight and don't have to
move around with the same care as
they exit the rocket. A man weighing 78
kg on Earth will only weigh 13 on the
Moon... The Moon is an uninviting
world for an Earth being, and the over-
pressurised suits will as before become
the salvation for the spacemen. There
is no air to breathe and meteorites now
and then hit them. The cosmic radiation
isn't visible but is a sneaky not yet
explored danger. The low gravity is the
reason the spacemen can move
around in long leaps. But they can't call
each other, sound isn't spread on the
Moon. They can only talk to each other
through short wave transmitters. TWO-
WEEK NIGHTS /In-text headlines in
CAPS/ Night and day has changed
rhythm. In the space port night and day
switched every hour. Now the night has
stretched to two weeks and the day is
just as long. It is during the bright
daytime the men on the moon must
work. But they have to be careful. The
lunar surface is treacherous: if they
don't watch out they'll step through a 
thin layer of lava and fall into the abyss.
They must beware of cracks and also
look out for tears on their pressure suits
from razor-sharp rocks. A mild
temperature location near one of the 

Logo of the Swedish Interplanetary 
Society, founded in 1950.

http://www.svengrahn.pp.se/histind/Swefirst/SIS/SIS.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_Interplanetary_Society
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_Interplanetary_Society
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Astronautical_Federation


poles has been selected for the landing. The lunar temperature around the equator is near the boiling point. 
Despite that the landing spot has been carefully selected the sun is still burning hot. But you can be cooled by 
some minus degrees if you get down into a cavity. The first visit to the Moon may give the scientists in the 
expedition fascinating work material. Below the thick layer of dust there's possibly minerals and water. They 
will investigate traces of an atmosphere and of plants. Astronomers will have the opportunity to study the 
planets and other star systems from new angles. EARTHLIGHT When darkness falls on the Moon Earth lights 
up and shines with a far stronger light than we see from the Moon. The stars shines steady against the black 
space, no atmosphere disturbs their light... /They' ll prepare next visit and a moon base and  leave for home./ 
It's an easy task for the powerful rocket engines to whip up the speed to the escape velocity, which is low on 
the Moon, "only" ca 3.4 km/s. When the ship is outside the lunar gravity field the engines can be turned off. 
The speed is tripled within three days. Earth is now 2000 km away and the moonrocket is again in the orbit of 
the spaceport. When the circular spaceport appears, the breaks are applied, the moonrocket falls into its orbit 
and "lands". The first moon visitors returns to their home in space. They may the return to Earth with some of 
the smaller rockets. SOCIETIES AND CITIES... What is to gain from colonising the Moon and how can you 
sustain human life there? Arthur C Clarke is convinced that we can colonise the Moon. His plan is to erect 
huge domes of plexiglass and fill them with oxygen. People can move inside them without any danger. In 
these huge domes we can construct gardens and get enormous harvests in the never fading sunlight. We can 
extract metals from the mountains end energy is free by using the heat from the sun. Clarke thinks he'd feel 
more comfortable under such conditions than on Earth... He even go so far as to predict that a few years after 
the first manned landing, whole societies and towns will spring up. But they must of course be hermetically 
sealed.
  /The caption shows the rocket's S-shaped trajectory towards the moon and here's the text of the info box:/ 20
000 in line for the first moon trip. There's a unique card registry. It has the names of 20 000 people lining up for
the first trip to the Moon. Those interested comes from the whole world and represents all types. Some 
Swedes are among them. The interplanetary travel agency in New York has made time tables and detailed 
descriptions for the trips. The passengers will be informed as soon as the journeys begin... Most of course 
hope the first rocket trips will happen during their lifetime. It isn't the first time adventurous people report for 
space trips. In 1926 newspapers around the world spread the news that professor Goddard of Cork College in 
Worcester that summer would launch a rocket, that according to his calculations would be able to reach the 
Moon. He wouldn't take any passengers as he couldn't
offer a return ticket. Despite this 52 persons immediately
begged to be taken along! We never heard about this
rocket starting and the project was soon forgotten. /Ed:
But Goddard did fire off rockets. That they in 1926 could
send people to the Moon must be a gross
misunderstanding./  Only two years later there was new
hope for the Moon enthusiasts. The American Robert
Condit claimed to have constructed a rocket in which he
and his fiance would fly to alien planets. But no one was
shown the rocket. The launch was postponed time and
again and we eventually get tired of the imaginative
"rocket builder's" project.

This Robert Condit was actually experimenting with
a rocket, in Baltimore in the late 1920's. You can
read more about it here 
https://io9.gizmodo.com/the-great-baltimore-space-
program-of-1928-453865828 and here http://www.rockettovenus.com/story.html A documentary film is
also planned about his rocket project.
  You could book a Moon "ticket" (for what it was worth...) already in the 1930s, and here's a Swede 
who did, as we learn from Göteborgs-Tidningen March 13, 1960, "It Was Actually 20 Years Ago That 
the First Swede Bought a Moon Ticket":

...Barber master Gunnar Larsson in Kopparberg still laughs at the (as it was then thought) crazy idea that 
someone by women born could end up on the Moon. It was 20 years ago. Today the joke is neighbour to 
seriousness in space travel history. But Gunnar Larsson won't travel even if his interplanetary travel agency 
against expectations, would exist: "I'll stay with my barber saloon. There I'm close to the Moon anyway. On my 
customers..." It was the happy days just before WWII when Gunnar Larsson - now 48 years and 15 kg heavier 
than the ideal space traveller - had the idea to get a ticket. He wrote to a USA institution /The Hayden 
Planetarium, probably/ mentioned in a newspaper and and he could then soon sign for a certificate, not unlike 

http://www.rockettovenus.com/story.html
http://www.rockettovenus.com/story.html
https://io9.gizmodo.com/the-great-baltimore-space-program-of-1928-453865828
https://io9.gizmodo.com/the-great-baltimore-space-program-of-1928-453865828


the ones used for bonds. With the certificate - the moon ticket - followed an envelope with very detailed 
instructions where the rocket society claiming to be under supervision by an astronomical institution said how 
they planned the moon trip. The rocket was shown - not unlike the chromosome projectiles later Sputniks and 
pioneers have shown to be, Gunnar Larsson says - and the experience of the passengers during the space 
trip were described, as well as the equipment they would get. In the total price - 750 dollar, which with inflation 
equals approximately a a round trip to Los Angeles via the North Pole - all that was included. But the details of 
how to get back were a bit vague. The company however had generous payback on the ticket price in case the
return trip to Earth wouldn't happen as planned... "I don't really believe there will be any moon journeys in our 
time /it came in just 9 years!/, the barber master says. There may of course be volunteering suicide 
candidates, but I don't think they have any chance of coming back.. The fact is that I didn't get the idea of 
buying the ticket from reading sf. I can't even say that Jules Verne has a fan in me. I have just a fun thing in 
my scrapbook and perhaps a modest place in the space history book's first chapter about those who never 
travelled to the moon.

Among the pictures of the laughing barber/astronaut we also see his dog, named Lolita, and not 
Laika (the Soviet space dog) as the caption stresses. Which rocket group, in cooperation with the 
Planetarium, sold moon
tickets in the late 1930's? I
haven't been able to find out,
but I suspect it must have
been the American Rocket
Society (founded in 1934).  A
few years earlier, Expressen
could tell us exactly how the
trip to the Moon would be
done, 8 February 1953, in
"This Is How the First
Humans Will Reach the
Moon". It's a two-page spread
which is reproduced here in
small size, and I'll include the
main text in readable size
(minus captions which I'll only
give translations to). They
have earlier had three other
articles about the beginnings
of space travel, and now...

Rocket blasts "throws" the
spaceship up to the moon 370
000 km above. It already has a
nickname - the scarecrow of
space. Because the moon rocket
won't be the beautiful speed
torpedo you see in comic books,
It will be a clumsy monster with
slim legs and a huge head. The
moon rocket will be assembled
high above Earth's atmosphere.
It will go all the way through
empty space. So it doesn't need
to have air-splitting streamlining.
Technicians believe it will be a
bundle of fuel tanks, cabins and
rockets, sturdily connected
without a fuselage. We are
encapsuled in the moonship's 



spherical main 
cabin, when the 
fire begins to 
sprout out of the 
rocket pipes. We 
glide away from 
the space station 
in a soft turn. 
PROJECTILE (In-
text headlines in 
CAPS/  If the 
hungry rocket 
chambers gulp 
fuel all the way the
moon trip would 
be impossible. But
at the same 
moment the 
spaceship reaches
escape velocity . 
Ca 11 km/s - the 
the engines can 
be shut off. The 
rocket climbs the 
370 000 km to the 
Moon from its 
"own speed".  The
first hour after the 
start we reach 25 
000 km from 
Earth. But then the
weight of the craft 
takes its toll. The 
speed decreases. 
After 50 hours the 
speed is rather 
modest - just 
marginally higher 
than for an 
aeroplane. And 
when the rocket 
finally comes 
closer to the Moon
it has become 
snail-like. It drags 
itself slowly 
through space and
is braked by its 
own weight. Or by 
Earth's gravity, 
which is the same 
thing. /Ed: I 
believe this 

description of the speeds is faulty!/ A THROW The strange thing is that the trip will take five days at most. It's 
because the trip is really a throw. If the spaceship has been thrown with high enough speed it will reach the 
moon, and does it after a certain time. You can't throw slower - because in that case the spaceship will turn 
back somewhere halfway and falls back towards Earth again. The passengers of the moonship can't feel the 
speed reduction. The have no chance at all of feeling the movement of the vehicle other than by measuring 
the distance to Earth and the Moon. We'll see Earth as a small circle "behind" us. It shines shimmering blue-
green. The snow-clad polar regions dazzle in white gleam. MAGIC LIMIT The trajectory towards the Moon isn't
straight. It goes in a huge half-ellipse towards a point just "before" the Moon. The speed is selected so that the
spaceship has the force to just about reach that point above Earth. At that point the spaceship would really 



begin to fall back to Earth in a continuation of the ellipse. Would - but it doesn't happen. Before that point is 
reach a magic limit is passed in space. It can be defined as the major power Earth's limit to the small moon in 
the political geography of space. Here the Earth's rule ends and the Moon's start. When the rocket has passed
that limit it's no longer braked by Earth's gravity. It is instead sucked with increasing force towards the Moon by
- the Moon! MOON LANDSCAPE With increasing speed the rocket is forced as by an invisible vortex in a 
spiral towards a scarred, brown sphere in space. And after a few hours it passes the lunar mountains at low 
altitude. Now it's time to brake! It must be done with the only method  available to regulate speed in space - 
the power of the rocket engines. The spaceship is turned so that the rocket tubes point towards the direction of
flight. And then the engines sprouts out their fire streams. The passengers lays tied to their bunks while this 
happens. The sound from the engines works on the eardrums. At the same moment the sound stops we feel a
slight thud. The ship shakes, slowly vaults on the landing legs and remains still. As we rise from the bunks we 
see a desolate mountain terrain and stand still. A lunar landscape. LONG LEAPS We know quite a lot about 
what the first humans will see and experience on Earth's closest neighbour in space. We know that we can exit
the rocket and walk with giant leaps over hard rocks covered with dry and soft  dust. We know that we won't 
see the shifting colours in the landscape as we are used to from Earth. All will be in gloomy, 
lifeless grey and brown.
We see no clouds, feel
no wind, no rain, no
snow, no weather at all,
The sky is eternally black
and the stars shine clear
in mid day. We know that
we must wear our
spacesuits, since the
Moon has no atmosphere
- not in earthly sense at
least. We know we can
feel the weight of our
bodies. But only with 1/6
of Earth weight, as the
Moon's gravity is is
weaker than Earth's. We
know we can't shout to
each other - there is no
air to transfer sound. We
must keep in touch with
each other through radio.
TWO WEEKS We know
we must beware of km-
deep cracks and lunar
quakes. We know that
the sun will fry us with
terrible rays, reflected in
the burning hot degenerated ground material. But we also know that stepping in the shadow of the lunar 
mountains will take us deep into chilly degrees, We know that the lunar day lasts two weeks and the night just 
as long. We know that the Earth will hang on the same spot in the unchanging sky as a four-fold moon-disc. 
We know that the earthlight will be six time stronger than the moonlight in Earth. And we know for certain that 
we won't meet any living creatures during our excursions. But we don't know if the scientists will find water 
veins deep under the lunar surface. We don't know for sure if we'll find plant life in the form of durable lavas in 
the rock cracks. We don't know for sure what minerals we'll find under the layer of dust. And one thing we for 
sure don't know: What the Moon looks like on the other side! The Moon constantly faces just one side towards 
Earth. Ten generations of astronomers have pondered over the problem of the other side of the Moon. The 
first look will probably be without sensations. But for all who have seen the Moon in a telescope the question if 
its backside is tantalising. FALLING HOMEWARDS The men on the Moon can through the entire visit keep in 
radio contact with Earth. We can't transmit TV, but radioed pictures can be sent to the world press. And we can
announce our return - because we can return. The rocket engines sling the ship away with 3.2 km/s - the 
escape velocity of the Moon. As the spaceship passes the border region for Earth it begins to fall towards the 
planet Tellus. After five days it's approaching Earth with 5 km/s. It is braked at the right moment, so that it 
connects with the space station. The passengers step out, enter an atmosphere rocket and glide towards the 
ground.  /The Red Info Box:/ The way to the moon is thereby charted. After the moon trip follow trips to 
planets, which are more difficult but not impossible. They just take longer. But that's the limit. The rocket 
principle is nothing to build upon if we want to travel further out in the universe. Even with rocket speed the trip



to the closest star would take hundreds of thousands of years. /Captions, orig Swe texts can't be read:/ Earth 
with space station/Trajectory to the Moon/The Moon catches the rocket here/The Moon's orbit around Earth. 
The Way to the Moon is an almost elliptical track through space. At one end the Moon catches the rocket and 
pulls it in in a new, smaller ellipse. After 50 000 km trip the passengers of the spaceship see the Earth as a 
small ball The sun is behind Earth. The continents can still be seen. After 105 hours over 360 000 km is  
travelled. It is 10 000 km left to the landing spot on the Moon (the arrow). The rocket has reached the "force 
field" off the Moon.- The rockets squirts fire and brakes the moonship, It sinks down on the cratered plain with 
the long landing legs. - You'll have very slim chances of becoming the first on the Moon. It will be a scientist 
who'll make history. What will his instruments register? Traces of atmosphere? Primitive plants?

Space and sf was popular early  in the Space Age. It got a special TV program April 13, 1959, 
"Among Bubbles in Space and People on the Moon":

Gunnar Oldin talks light-heartedly 8.20 pm about sf in film and shows and illustrates it
with film clips. Above a scene from "The Moon Rocket"...
20.20 Among Bubbles in Space and People on the Moon. Gunnar Oldin talks about sf
and film.

¨

These were the days with only one TV channel, so
everyone saw it. The program was reviewed April 14
in Dagens Nyheter:
¨

Gunnar Oldin also has the power of words, though the
jump to next program was breathtaking you soon found
yourself with his light-hearted comments to sf in film
format. His special interest in film history resulted in some
trick filming with rather weak connection to modern sf art
given a little too much space, but it was suitably diverse
and neatly shown. Despite all space monsters and visions

of the future, it was the properly home-grown Ria
Wägner who gave us most with her at-home-this-night
program; her...

Space was however a topic even before TV came
around, maybe because of the popular 1940's sf pulp Jules Verne 
Magasinet. Svenska Dagbladet reports 19 July, 1944, about the radio 
program "Mars and Venus - Earth's future and past:

...was the title was the title of an interesting program, held in a light-hearted 
tone, talk by Conrad Lönnqvist on Tuesday's radio, On the old question of 
possible human-like beings on these our two neighbouring planets he quoted 
arguments both for and against. Mars has so long been seen as habitable, that
a rich French lady in her days donated a big award to the astronomer who first 
could establish communications with some other planet than Mars, and her 
compatriot Camille Flammarion in detail described what Martians should look 
like. When a few years ago an American radio station dared to try to work out 
how an invasion of Martians would take shape, hundreds of listeners took the 
successful broadcast so seriously they became ill. Some writers have claimed 
that the coldness of Mars makes life there difficult, which may make their 
inhabitants try to move to Earth, while other writers that Earth's people due to 
more cold should he reason to flee to Venus. Regarding the theory that Venus 
with its heat would equal Earth's past and cold Mars its future the speaker 
noted that the three sibling planets are so different that its unthinkable they 
have gone through a similar development. Modern astronomers rejects Venus 
as home for any advanced beings, and regarding Martians existence the 
careful speaker suggested we postpone the decision until they have presented
themselves for us.

Vampires are a real pain in the...neck!Vampires are a real pain in the...neck!



The step from our Solar system planets to Hungary plains maybe long, but this fanzine dares to take 
it... Sam J Lundwall is the Swedish sf guy who through the years have had most international 
contacts. That reached behind the Iron Curtain and to Hungary in 1978, as he persuaded the 
Hungarian sf magazine Galaktika to publish an issue with Swedish sf, as Dagens Nyheter notes 
March 6 1978, "Swedish SF in Hungary":

/Caption: Sam J places us on the Hungarian Plain/ In Hungary the only Swedish
sf they've been able to read is Karin Boye's Kallocain, if that counts, and a couple
of novels by Sam J Lundwall, who constantly spreads his own work and the work
of others around him, if it doesn't end up in anthologies. But now it is better with
the publishing of Swedish sf in Hungary, after the country's prominent sf
magazine Galaktika, published once a month in a print run of 45 000 copies,
done an issue with only Swedish sf. There are longer and shorter pieces by Lon
Blomberg /Ed: Strange - don't know that name!/, Bo Stenfors, Kjell Borgström,
Dénis Lindbohm, Pär Rådström, Sten Andersson, Sten Svensson, Sven
Torstensson /Ed: Last two are obscure names, but I think they are old Häpna!
writers/ and Lundwall himself, who also contributes an essay about Swedish sf
literature. Cover and a number of illustrations by /Hans/ Arnold.

Sam J was quite a lot into publishing sf from other countries, especially
Eastern Europe and Russia. For my part, I tended to see the stories from
there as rather boring. The stories from the US - Asimov! Heinlein! - and
the UK – Ah! Those British "cosy disasters"! - were usually better. The
reason is that there was a very competitive magazine and publishing
market , so the writers really had to be sharp and go through a purgatory.
When literature is decided by the government it becomes dull.
  Déns Lindbohm, a fine writer represented in the Hungarian magazine,

was one of the organisers behind the small sf con
Malcon II, from which Göteborgs-Posten reported
May 30, 1965, "SF Literature Discussed on
Malmö Convention":

The Swedish sf fantasts - all in all about 25 - from
Norrland, Stockholm, Gothenburg and Scania are
having a convention during Pentecost in Malmö. Also
sf fans from Denmark and Norway have followed the
call to the Malmö meeting, which covers lectures and discussions. During 
Pentecost Day an a m lecture was held about how to judge literature and after 
noon  the subject "SF - Fleeing Reality?" was debated. It was introduced by M Tech
/"Master of Technology" degree, sort of/ Eskil Block. In the following debate MT 
Block said he preferred the sort of literature which is useful for society's functions. 
The day after Pentecost the internal work will be debated and scrutinised before 
they turn to the auction of sf literature, traditional for sf conventions.

Pentecost is a free holiday in Sweden, and thus a good time for sf cons. Just
25 attendees (1960's cons tended to be small) but still some from Denmark 
and Norway. Note how the report is written as if made during the convention.
I guess someone connected to Göteborgs-Tidningen was there and 
reported. Was it perhaps Roland Adlerberth, their sf reviewer? But the text is
unsigned.
  And a short piece about "amateur magazines", the
year before the first Swedish fanzine (Vår Rymd,

1952,  see earlier Intermissions), a letter to the editor in Aftonbladet,April 19,
1951, "Answer to ´'Amateur Magazine Interested'":

Through the undersigned, who together with a friend publishes an amateur
magazine by the name Monthly Revue, copies of this magazine can be obtained. 



Claes Lundin, 22A Vanadis Way, Stockholm Va,tel 33 74 60.

I didn't find the original letter that he answered, and I wonder what his amateur magazine was like. 
What happened to Monthly Revue and Mr Lundin? 
  This far we've considered Cosmos News #1 from spring 1954 (eds Gabriel Setterborg and Lars-Erik 
Helin) as Swedish fandom's second fanzine, after Vår Rymd, but we now stumble upon a possible 
new second-fanzine candidate. The post-war years was a time for emerging amateur "small press" as
optimism returned, people earned more, paper rationing stopped, and so on. We read in Expressen, 
July 23, 1953, "If You can Stencil You Can Also Write Poetry": 

At last the dream can come true for unpublished writers: there's a new magazine to
which you shall never have to turn in vain. Per Lindström /a name connected to sf, 
but more on that later!/ is main dad for the new, stencilled literature sheet Pan, and
promises in the first issue of his publication (0:75 /ca 15 '53 cents/) that each who 
sends in a reasonably readable, typed stencil will have it published. How many 
editors have said hrmmpp to that promise? Pan wants to be a forum for The New 
Romantics, with capitals, but nonetheless what's called Pan is really the "new 
classics" part of the magazine; the "more national-romantic lyrical" called Pandora 
comes in the next issue and will deal with the editors vacation in Lapland. Both 
Pan and Pandora wants manuscripts, Pandora especially looks for women 
contributions.

This lead to a very strange article the next day in tabloid competitor 
Aftonbladet, 25
July 1953,
"CHILDISH" /sic!/:

Once upon a time
there was a lad
with a strong urge
to make himself
known, and as he
imagined he had
the answer to most
questions people
for very long times
had asked
themselves again
and again. Sure, he
sometimes showed

streaks of stupidity and being lost, but he was
happily unaware of it. Just as other children he
went to school and learned how to write - and
he wrote. He wasn't particularly good, not in
maths or language but thanks to that they in
his school didn't study logic and other
curiosities he just about managed to make the
classes. After school he was caught by the
urge to write, and by reading sf /NOTE!/ he met
a lot of strange words he'd have great use of in
his writing. /How this Per became publisher,
here compared to sawing wood with a
machine!/ Literary critics who often are kinder
people than some tales want to admit, read
Per's little book and wrote about it as well as
their conscience would allow. But Per wasn't
satisfied with the critics - no one had said he
was a genius. Perhaps not even discovered it! 
Well, then you'd better make a comeback. Per
had heard about the road to honour and power



- he started the mimeographed literary magazine Pan. To show originality he wanted to present a literary 
program. But if you are to bring forth something new you should, Per thought, so he announced that Pan - 
would represent both new romantics and new classicism. Those words had earlier meant somewhat limited 
things, but the stupidity of Per liberated him from understanding any of it, and he could cheerfully truck on. In 
the first issue he wrote a charming little story he called Pure Literature - Per is kind and demanding, and so 
that no one of the magazine's tens of readers would misunderstand anything he wrote a little extra piece and 
said that "The pure literature that I (Per Lindström) promote is more of an ideal, against which all literature 
(unintentionally this far) strife, than a new direction". Per had many heaps of words laying around at home of 
no use - and his magazine was so original that it suffered a lack of contributors. Thus it happened eg that 
Pan's first issue showed several funny pieces by no other than the magazine's owner. But there were also 
other funny stuff there. Someone probably old enough to be called uncle, but very childish - his name was 
BTW Willy, but was called Buzzi, because he was so harmless - had written a poem. The strange thing with it 
is that it was claimed to be "written in quiet agreement with Stagnelius" /well-known poet/ Since it's impossible 
to verity, you may think what you want about that claim. When the first issue of Pan was published the country 
experienced a heat wave and almost everyone was happy and kind, also literary critics. So they put the 
pamphlet aside and decided to say nothing. But Per wouldn't be put down by meaningful silence. He stencilled
and stencilled and mailed a new issue of his magazine. There he asked, in capitals, all Dear Critics to pay 
attention, because he knew that without PR he'd be lost. But he didn't come begging with empty hands, but in 
fact offered a sensation: no one sending Pan a reasonably readable stencil would have to be afraid of a 
rejection. Look, that's confidence and benevolence no editor or paper deliverer has dared to show before. 
Per's wish was granted and he was mentioned in the press. And people of all shades bought mimeograph 
paper for 80 öre /0.8 Crown/ and wrote according to Per's technical instruction for typing a stencil for all they 
were worth. After that they sent their contributions to Pan, Frejgatan 8,
Stockholm. And if Per hasn't drowned in stencils he's probably still
alive.

Now, either this is the meanest review ever of the efforts of a
young boy, or Mr Liffner was a friend of Per Lindström and it all
was a subtle way to give him PR. Note how the young editor's
interest in sf and a new sort of literature is mentioned. One
certainly gets the impression that Pan very well could be
counted as a fanzine! I can't say anything for sure yet, because I
haven't seen an issue - but more will turn up!
  And young editor Lindström did got more press coverage, like
getting a letter published in Aftonbladet, August 13, 1953, "Pan
and Young Writers":

We are a few young writers in Stockholm who have come together to
produce a stencilled literary magazine we call Pan. On the second
issue we launched an idea and promised that each who sent us a
reasonable well-typed stencil would be published. Many found the
idea funny, mainly the reviewers who treated it with a respect in
reverse proportion to their appreciation of the magazine, Jokingly eg
Axel Liffner thought we'd drown in stencils...an attempt to snare
"natural writers" instead of "natural singers", Nothing could be further
from truth. The idea is the opposite, which the the reviewer probably
understood but not "Angry Norrlander" /referring to a letter to the
editor, this is an answer to, but I don't have it/, typically exclusive
though we cheerfully wanted to pretend the opposite. Who wants to be
spread to a demanding audience with nagging reviewers in a print run
of just a few hundred copies ? In truth only the one who really has
cultural and literary ambitions. Per Lindström, Frejgatan 85,
Stockholm. Are pleased to receive stencils but also other well-written
contributions.

He had his hands in the ballot boxes. Too bad He had his hands in the ballot boxes. Too bad 
for him that the hands were TOO SMALL...for him that the hands were TOO SMALL...



And just four days later a piece in Svenska Dagbladet, August 17, 1953 "Pan";

...is the latest contribution to the flora of young-literary magazines that have grown in the meadows of 
duplicating machines; it¨'s published in Stockholm and the editors in their introduction expresses their adamant
conviction about the magazine being suitable as focal point for new romantics as well as a body for debate. 
The two issues that have surfaced this far do however not give much hope for the latter point - unless there 
may be a debate about the poet Willy Buzzis right to pull in the defenceless Stagnelius in the comments to one

of his poems. Pan's message about the difficulty to get contributors is the 
clearest one.Already to next issue gives reasons to see this situation becoming
better. With an epoch-making turn for Swedish publicism each one sending in a
acceptable stencil with a short story or poem they've written is guaranteed to 
be included. The perspective this gives is terrible, but all judgement of what this
desperate editorial policy may lead to will have to wait until its functionality has 
been proved.

Editor-in-chief Per Lindström was
somewhat of a genius, getting four
articles in a short time, in some of the
country's biggest newspapers!  And
there was even more next year, as in
Expressen September 6, 1954:

JOHAN HENRIK KELLGREN /famous 18th
century poet/ is among the contributors in
New Pan, with material that otherwise
seems to be by a smaller circle of writing-
lusting youngsters. One of them suggests
literary inventions "like plots, striking word
combinations, atmospheric descriptions,
environmental descriptions, character
backgrounds" and other things like that
would be common ground, which for the
guild of authorship should be made
systematic and published. Per Lindström,

the name behind the suggestion, is obviously of the opinion that richness
is better endured if it is shared by all. That's not a bad credo for a new literary movement. Socialise literature, 
demand back taxes from the classics and wealth tax from the talented writers.

Pan was published for at least one year, in fact the Royal Library Libris catalogue says it was 
published until 1954, so the library seems to have the magazine. (I must check it next time, when 
they'll allow visits again after the virological hustle.) That's the only info Google had about Pan.
  However, there's more about Per Lindström! An important reason one can connect Pan to science 
fiction is that the editor Lindström just three years later is described as a Swedish sf author, 
unfortunately dead by then, in Aftonbladet July 18 1957, "Swedish SF Authors" (where also the word 
"fanzine" is first mentioned in Swedish press - thus preceding a previous find from 1964, mentioned 
before in Intermission):

Quite a lot of sf is written in Sweden, much more than critics and book readers generally has an idea about. 
This is because except the genre's exclusive stance with stories usually to be found in so called fanzines, ie 
dittographed or stencilled club magazines only spread within the internal sf movement in Sweden. The majority
of these stories are amateur attempts with a distinct puerile tone, but there are a few Swedish sf authors who 
have had stories published in misc official magazines (especially in the monthly magazine Häpna) and seem 
to have good possibilities to take up the fight with the Americans. Some of them will be  presented here in 
brief. /Sture Lönnerstrand, covered before here is described. Bonnier novel prize winner with/ The Space Dog, 
poet, born in 1919, sf pioneer, influenced by US sf, not very original, but entertaining. Dénis Lindbohm is more 
original, Fredric Brown influenced, around 30 years old, his "Seed of the Night" published in Häpna is equal 
with if not the best but the second best US writers. Per Lindström who died last year /NOTE!/ publisher of the 
magazine Pan and author of the poetry collrection "On an Alien Planet", was lively engaged in sf writing. In a 
In Memoriam article George Sjöberg /first editor of the fanzine SF Forum/ wrote that for Lindström the ideas 
were more important than to preach the form, which was of second importance. That is correct, but it should 



be pointed out that when Lindström really took the time to write 
literary sf he could create such masterpieces as the short story 
"Life Goes On". Lindström was only 29 years old when he was 
taken from us by cancer, and to say he had much left to do - not 
least in the sf field - is a truism. /The mentioned story was in 
Häpna! #7-8, 1956, his only pro-published yarn. The article then 
mentions younger writers Jack Ramström, Bo Stenfors and Carl-
Olof Eisner, the last one also film reviewer for Häpna! and gets 
especial praise. In reality Eisner soon disappeared./

Per Lindström wrote sf stories but died of cancer much too 
early! His interest in the sf genre is also mentioned in 
connection to his mimeographed amateur magazine Pan. I'd 
be surprised if this publication didn't have some skiffy stuff in 
it, especially as the year it came in 1953, was when skiffy 
became a big buzz in Swedish press, with genre name 
competitions and articles, described in earlier Intermissions. 
Lindström also published a poetry collection, På en 
främmande planet (1952, "On an Alien Planet"), a title 
indicating an sf fan. It seems likely Pan should be recognised 
as the second Swedish fanzine. After publishing it, he found 
out about other fanzines, for which he wrote both stories and 
poems. From Ingvar Svensson's 1960's Skandifandom 
(scanned by Tomas Cronholm and available here 
https://bugeyedmonsters.wordpress.com/fandom/ ):

  

Found one of his
fanzine poems,
titled "Only
There", with help

from Jörgen Jörälv - author of  an excellent JVM
bibliography BTW!  -  which reads in quick translation
(Swedish original to the right):

The moon rocket hurls us out
in a cosmic adventure,
a tourist trip
to meaningless dead worlds.

With the delight of the amateur astronomers
we let our gaze dazzle down
in the black voids of eternity
and feel our forced shudders
when we see Earth's easily destroyed
thin disc.

We give ancient darkness
the charm of the current
and caught by the romance of adventure
from the Moon's terror-wild stone world

And only here, where everything is unhuman,
can humans exist.

...b 1926, d 1956 writer and literature worker. Published 
stencilled literary magazine Pan. Wrote in daily press.

https://bugeyedmonsters.wordpress.com/fandom/


Sadly, Google won't give me more info about him as both "Per" and 
"Lindström" are quite common names. Per Lindström anyway comes 
through as a very industrious young man and might have reached great 
heights had he lived. 
  From finding an unknown fanzine and underappreciated fan in history, to
an unknown fanzine - eg not in rune forsgren's 1954-77 zine bibliography 
- from your own time! Dagens Nyheter writes December 2,1976 (at a time
I had entered fandom):

Allegorische Bildzeitung is a very Swedish mimeograph
magazine, neatly illustrated, published with 5 issues/year
for 18 Crowns from 1 Döbeln's Str, Kristianstad. The force
behind is Pontus Tunander who draws, writes poems and
sf, and Homeric hexameter ("I sat on a shabby cafe of the
people-owned sort"). In the margin are names like Sven
Alfons and Olof Lagercrantz, but otherwise it's about more
or less advanced allegorical attempts and some free-
wheeling from pure joy of writing and mimicking. The
literary magazines are few these days, the literary high
school and student associations are almost gone. Instead
we see from self-publishing and small press a stream of
poetry collections, and Sweden has not seen the equal to
such a production since the time of the signature poets a
hundred years ago. The quality isn't higher either. Then it
is encouraging to leaf through the numerous issues of a
stencilled magazine what works like an unpretentious,
playful kindergarten. For what? The future will tell.

For some reason, the exact same text was repeated in the paper January
21, 1977. Maybe they had a gap on the page and threw in something recent just to fill it. I was around
at this time and I dare say I have a good grasp of the 1970's fanzines - but I haven't heard of this one 
before. And it was obviously published for some time, with several issues - the reviewer talks about 
"numerous issues". The editor Pontus Tunander has also remained
unknown for me. AFAIK there is no sf club in his hometown of Kristianstad,
which may explain the lack of fannish contacts. But Google does help with
info about the person - age, geography and interests indicates it's 
https://sv.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pontus_Tunander (1957-2011), painter,
conservator and non-fic writer of books on eg restoring paintings. Here's
an obituary calling him a "Remarkable Renaissance Man": 
https://www.sydsvenskan.se/2011-12-11/en-forunderlig-
renassansmanniska (Both in Swedish. Try Google Translate.) The only

fannish
connection
is that Mr
Tunander
wrote one
book
together
with Lena
Nessle, mother of the famous fan 
David Nessle.
  Speaking of fans writing, translation
has been a mainstay of Swedish fen 
who have wanted to earn an extra 

Pontus Tunander.

Beautifully Painted: 
Decoration Painting Through 
the Ages", book by faned 
Pontus Tunander and fan-
mother Lena Nessle.

https://www.sydsvenskan.se/2011-12-11/en-forunderlig-renassansmanniska
https://www.sydsvenskan.se/2011-12-11/en-forunderlig-renassansmanniska
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Crown. Scores of them have translated sf, fantasy, crime, non-fic, TV shows, and much more (me 
too, a lot of sf short stories, a novel, but most of all hundreds of computer articles and manuals). But 
sometimes it doesn't go so well, as we see in this book review, especially noting the translation by a 
famous fan (or infamous, if votes would count correctly): "Woodcuts get life - Takeo and Kaede fights 
for love in the fantasy chronicle about Otori clan in medieval Japan", Dagens Nyheter 1 dec, 2003:

...Liam Hearn, On a Pillow of Grass...On a Pillow of Grass is translated by …/who/ misdirects expressions, and
he's too keen to use English words like consolidate, incident, restore /ie the Swedish words that are "too close"
to the English/ though they may be used in colloquial Swedish. But in a tale of this type, where the plot's 
relentlessness and historically documented cruelness contrasts too and is carried by linguistic beauty, here 
they are clumsy.

It's rare for reviewers to mention the quality of a translation (though fan Erik Andersson was praised 
for his treatment of JRR Tolkien and James Joyce) so this must have been a really sloppy piece of 
work. One of the points is "anglicisms", ie using English idioms and words that don't really fit in 
Swedish. Translations is something many English speakers seldom think about, because as their 
language has the leading status in the world most things are served to them in their own lingo. 
  Not that I complain! Far from it! English is a fine tongue. I'd rather have English than Chinese. And 
all us forced to learn an extra language get extra linguistic skills for free - and I'm sure higher IQ too! 
But translating can be tricky. There are many traps and subtle structural problems. Prepositions, 
idioms, compound word or not. Swedish tend to suck in not only English words but also English iway 
of thinking, which is then clumsily used in Swedish (as noted in the review above). One example of 
many, which has always annoyed me: karaktär. The similar English word "character" means a person 
in a book or film, but Swedish "karaktär" means traits or characteristics, as in "Han har god karaktär" 
(which is the second English meaning, "He is of good character"). Until some years ago you'd never 

write that a book's "karaktär" did this or that, but now every low-life 
half-wit uses "karaktär" as it'd mean "a person in a story". The 
traditional, correct Swedish expression is "huvudperson" ("main 
character", it applicable) or even "hjälte" ("hero"). I suspect it was 
those damn' roleplayers who began using "karaktär" the wrong way, 
since the English "character" was everywhere in their original 
English Dungeons & Dragons manuals.
  BTW, I must point out, my English translations here in Intermission 
are very fast ones! There may be errors or approximations, 
questionable phrasings, etc. I  won't pretend the hasty translations 
are perfect. You do fanzines unpaid, in your spare time, so you have 
to accept that not every word shines with crystal clarity. And to this 
come straight typos, where fingers have slipped on the keys 
unintentionally. I warn against them in every colophon...
  1953 was the year "science fiction" became a buzzword in Swedish
press. But not everyone was happy. One Bengt Grafström wrote in 
Expressen, 18 July 1953, "Scientific Fantasies":

...or sf as the Anglosaxon original name is, becomes introduced on the 
Swedish book market by Eklunds förlag. Two volumes are here. You must 
be Superman or The Phantom and socialise in circles where people lift 
themselves by the bootstraps or easily perform other acts against the 
natural laws to enjoy this entertainment. Not even in the dawn of the 
atomic age could anyone who is sane refrain from rubbing their eyes 
facing such things like giant plants on the way to conquer Earth and 
destroy all human life. The scientific basis should be mentioned in small 
letters. With the pretentious label (from a sloppy and direct translation of a 
term) removed the reader may more easily to appreciate the chills that 
undoubtedly now and then creeps up your back. And there's also the fact 



that the gentlemen 
don't spare the printing
ink. It is inconceivable 
that their adventure 
heroes have time for 
long verbal outbursts 
while the world faces 
its destruction.

The writer Mr 
Grafström is a well-
known radio and TV 
man. He has been 
conferencier for 
Rolling Stones  on 
tour in Sweden, 
came second in a 
national  DJ 
competition, he has 
led the national 
Eurovision selection, 
and so on.  Wikipedia
says he was born in 
1946, and here he 
was only 17 -  so why
did this young guy 
who liked rock'n'roll 
etc detest sf?
  That our rocket and 
space stuff wasn't 
popular everywhere 
is also apparent from
this piece in 
Arbetartidningen 
April 23, 1954, 
"Supermen and 
Idiots":

In the flood of 
American comics 
craziness threatening 
to drown us, and 
against which protests 
have been raised by 
thoughtful theatres, 
educators and other 
people of 
responsibility, you can 
identify a special 
stream that goes under
the name science 
fiction (sai'ens fiksn). 
The name implies it 
would be some sort of 
scientific fiction. In 



reality it is neither science in regular meaning or real literature. This bastard of literature, which in fact isn't new
but has its roots in older popular literature, is worth a scrutiny since it is worse and more dangerous than the 
usual Wild West adventures and Hoppalong Cassidy who earlier ruled supreme in the world of American half-
education. In Bonnier's Literary Magazine No 1 -54 you find a survey by Elisabeth Tykesson, which thoroughly 
describes the beginning and development of the genre. But it doesn't strongly enough point out the danger, 
though that is done in Sten Söderberg's article "Phantom Literature Astray" in Industria No 9, 1954. /I don't 
have that article./ He contrasts the knowledge and responsibility of the scientists against the empty phrases 
and quasi-science nonsense upon which sf is built. I will here quote from both articles. Most have sometimes 
been acquainted with Jules Verne who predicted many of the progresses of science, and wrote eg 20 000 
Leagues Under the Sea long before the submarine was invented. A quote from the article in Industria: "The 
difference between the forefathers and the heirs is that the first mentioned had literary merits which is only an 
exception with the latter. Most things they fabricate is vulgar and has an unfortunate lack of human finesse." 
The sf stories are mostly about space rockets, adventures on alien planets and invasions of Earth by evil 
Martians, which are always finally brought down by heroic supermen with rayguns, atomic weapons and other 
supreme tools. Imagination runs totally free here, there are no limits. A quote from Industria: "A few years ago 
the son of a catholic priest, who I hope now is disrobed, spoke about the righteousness of shooting visitors 
from alien planets. Since they haven't had Christ - however he would know - they couldn't have any souls that 
God would bother about. They must either be living like Adam and Eve before the fall and if so were immortal, 
so it wouldn't matter to shoot at them, or they would be damned creatures that must be eradicated. God wasn't
bigger than that in his homocentric world. And most sf writers don't have wider horizons." -  "You can stand the

wildest unscientific fantasies, but the tight materialistic cynicism is 
tasteless." Some more quotes: "They for a while counted on that 1/3 of 
everything read in the  USA - except for newspapers - was in this group of
upsetting entertainment and for the peace nerve-wrecking." "You can be 
convinced that this form of printed matter soon is here, and it will engulf 
the interests of children and the youth, and for that matter older people, 
just as sure as television one day." "A big danger is that our people, when 
sf has become everyday reading, will obtain some sort of pretentious 
quasi-education." "Our children and grandchildren will say - not only did 
our forefathers waste Earth's resources, they also fed us with spiritual 
rubbish that has made development grow over our heads. That the smut 
is popular in certain circles is witnessed by a certain Roland Adlerberth 
/known sf expert par preference!/ in the magazine Samtid och Framtid: 
"We need entertaining literature that orientates us not only about the 
world we live in but also the one that will come."
  (Caption: Typical illustration for American sf, which neither our country 
hasn't been spared from. If you'd meet beings from an alien planet you'd 
be in your right to shoot them, or "bomb the devil out of them" as an 
American priest phrased it.)
  

Our friend Adlerberth sounds quite wise, which can't be said with 
the same conviction about the intolerant, culture panicking writer of 
the above. (The article continues on another page I missed to save, 
but it's likely that part  goes through quotes from the infamous 
Tykesson article which I have already gone through in Intermission.)
  Neither were the Soviets happy with American sf, but that's not too
unexpected. We read about "Sf in Soviet" in Dagens Nyheter, March
8 1964: 

In the latest issue of the Russian communist party's ideological magazine 
Kommunist  there're considerations about sf and its evil influence of the 
broad masses of the capitalist world. Misters E Randis and V Dmitrevskij 
have read Amazing Stories and Fantastic Universe and there found totally
unfounded descriptions of the future. The adventure writers show no faith 
in the ability of the people to stop atomic war and make everything for the 
best. The most of "the lying future prophets" are scoffed for their totally 
unscientific attitude towards the problems of the future. As the darkest 
reactionary they point to Aldous Huxley. A small number does seem to be 
looked upon more kindly by the Soviet critique, among them Ray 
Bradbury. The two Soviet-Russians have however came to the 
psychological explanation to the sf hysteria. The writers simply tries to 



project today's misery of the capitalist world into the future. The dark visions are mirroring of the conflicts 
within the decadent bourgeoisie. After these broadsides have been fired off the article change its slant. Sf is, it 
is noted,  an important instrument of agitation for the masses. The production of adventure stories must thus 
be stimulated in the Soviet Union, and Russian critics should no longer ignore this genre.

The writer Daniel Tarschys would later become professor of political science and politician for the 
Liberal Party. The piece above reveals between the lines some distrust in the Soviet analysis of sf. 
With just a few exceptions (like the Strugatskys) the Soviet sf that would be "stimulated" became 
rather rigid and unsuccessful. However, after the fall of communism there's been somewhat of an 
explosion of Russian sf and fantasy, with lots of new writers, many more titles published and several 
being successful abroad, eg Dmitry Glukhovsky, Nick Perumov, Olga Slavnikova, Vitaly Bugrov, and 
others (I've actually met a couple of them on visits to Stockholm, as reported before  in Intermission).
  So now you know. Beside we are held hostage by the evil and never-ending corona terror-virus - a 
bio-Ragnarök - our favourite pastime of scientifiction is something the cat dragged in, and possibly a 
conspiracy of sneaky capitalism. We better give up!
  Or in feverish anticipation wait for the next issue of...INTERMISSION!

N'AILING COMMENTS
First latest EAPA mailing, then N'APA (their two latest mailings). But remember that mailing 
comments always tend to be random babble out of the top of the head. Or something.
  William McCabe: They've begun with vaccinations here too. But if they don't speed it up it will take 
years to cover the population. But...I think that as more vaccines are approved, it will be speeded up, 
and together with those already having had the virus (they are immune) I hope the epidemic can be 

After the Moon landing, why not a Sun landing? Don't worry, it won't be hot - we land during the night! 
Impression by artist Lars "LON" Olsson.



significantly slowed by summer. Congrats for your gardening prize! I have always thought a nuclear 
WWIII was most likely to start by...mistake! A mistake from either side. The Cuba crisis was one 
possibility, There was also eg an incident when the Soviets had a radar system which thought certain 
Arctic clouds was a US attack, but retaliation was stopped by the USSR officer Stanislav Petrov 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stanislav_Petrov. Now, the unstable North Korea is something to worry 
about! No, what is called "excess deaths" is more reliable than the "death rate" to determine corona 
deaths. That's because every country have different definitions of cause of death, and many countries
(eg in the 3rd world) don't have reliable statistics. To this comes that some countries for domestic 
political reasons want to downplay the number of corona deaths. Recently it was eg revealed that 
Russia had five times higher excess deaths that official corona statistics show... Putin simply wants to
pretend he's doing well in the pandemic. "Excess deaths" however is very simple and basic statistics 
which doesn't fluctuate much and don't have problems of definition - people are either alive or dead. 
I've done calculations about Swedish excess deaths for 2020 (from national statistics agency's 
figures). In 2020 there were 3400 excess deaths, compared to the official claimed figure of ca 9500 
virus deaths. The claimed Swedish figure is exaggerated with a factor of  about three!  2/3rds of 
claimed virus victims would have died anyway, WITH but not FROM the corona virus.
  Henry Grynnsten: There are plenty of theories around William Shakespeare. That he didn't exist. 
That someone else wrote the plays. For my part I think he did exist and that he did write all those 
plays. A fascinating thing about Shakespeare is his masterly treatment of language. He is said to 
have used more than 20 000 different English words (of which he invented hundreds, 422 words 
Shakespeare invented, https://www.litcharts.com/blog/shakespeare/words-shakespeare-invented/ ) 
which is about twice the number an ordinary English speaker use in everyday life. BTW, the first 
person in Britain who got vaccinated was named...William Shakespeare! 
(https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-55233021 - daring by Mr and Mrs Shakespeare to name their son 
William!) Make sure you leave a will to donate your fanzine collection to some university or research 
library. Didn't know that William S Burroughs' grandfather founded the computer company Burroughs!
(But Edgar Rice seems to have been unrelated). "It’s the intellectuals and academics who are really 
easy to fool. Because they think they’re so damn smart." - true! Smart people are often stupid.
  Ahrvid Engholm: Gosh wow! What a faaantastic zine you've done! The best ever!
  Garth Spencer: Please go on with EAPA! Fanzine fandom is necessary! Competition is a force that 
works against cutting labour costs too low. If someone offers a job that pays better for the same 
amount of work, people will take it. Machines, AI, computers, robots, innovation are better ways to cut
costs and increase productivity. In the long run, work hours will have to come down through more 
automatisation. Who is this fan historian Ahrvid Engstrom? Interesting summary of Canadian fandom!
Thanks for that! There's so much I could comment there, that I'd better leave it. Generally, I fear that 
Fandom As We Know It Or Have Known It is i dire straits, be it US, Canadian, Swedish or whatever 
fandom. Classic fanzines are hardly done, and PDFzines struggle to replace them. All real fans of the
old type are becoming...old, and die off. In come folks that are only interested to dress up in 
costumes from film and TV or play games - the Comic Con types. They have no idea of the roots of 
real fandom, it's history and traditions. To me, they are not fandom - they are media-fandom, a totally 
different sort. Me, well I'll try to hold on to what's left of real fandom as long as possible. Maybe it can 
survive just a little, as a little exclusive club that knows about Moskowitz, Warner, Willis, Tucker and 
mimeographs, Roscoe, propeller beanies and LoCs. Maybe enough new people will be fascinated by 
this unique culture (it is unique!) so the club can linger on a little.

  George Phillies: Did Hugo Gernsback really do TV broadcasts in 1923? Tell us more! You ask what
N3F should be doing. As a newcomer (but not in fandom) I can't say. I know N3F was founded as an 
intended huge umbrella organisation, and never reached that aim. But that's typical for fandom! Fans 
are individualistic, and gather in small disorganised groups and shun anyone trying to get everyone 
under one umbrella. It has been the same in my local Swedish fandom. Intermission has covered 

https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-55233021
https://www.litcharts.com/blog/shakespeare/words-shakespeare-invented/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stanislav_Petrov


several attempts to create Scandinavian sf federations (called "unions") in the 1950's... All failed, 
through lack of interest and internal friction. I suppose the best N3F can do is to do what it does now, 
being around for those who are interested, do a few zines, etc. Numbered fandoms is something I 
believed began by Jack Speer. I think it's an interesting little thing to use such numbers...
  Jefferson P Swycaffer: I too like RA Lafferty! Great writer. I saw him once, on the 1979 Worldcon in
Brighton, passing with a pint in his hand. I hadn't read him then so I didn't rush forth to say hello. But I
did see him, close enough to read his name on the badge. I once translated a short story by him. The 
Addams Family was on Swedish TV in the 1960's. A great show. I remember seeing it. (Another show
I remember from then is "My Favourite Martian". Does anyone remember it?)  
  John Thiel: I see "synergy" as a concept that just means "multiple factors
that support each other". Am I wrong? Your short stories unfortunately lack
dialogue and is all tell, no show - not good. I like poems. Warning - I may later
hit you with the poems of the illustrious Comet-John Benzene jr...!
  Will S Mayo: Wow, you like Murray Leinster! I like him too, very much! I
once had E-mail contact with his daughter (about some detail of him being
published in Swedish). Leinster is definitely underrated. He was such a
pioneer with stories like "Sidewise in Time", "First Contact" and "A Logic
Named Joe" that were firsts using their ideas. Even if he's out of print, if you
look around you can find much Leinster electronically as PDFs. I don't like
zombie stories. I think it's meaningless to imagine deceased people walking
around. It's just dead stupid. Nice poems!
  Lorien Rivendell: Yes, 2020 was an awful year. And I guess at least the first
half of 2021 won't be much better. It's a gloomy skiffy world.
  Samuel Lubell: Fantasy is usually set in pseudo-medieval times, a time of
kings, princes, princesses, knights and all that. That's why fantasy is
obsessed with royalty. (Note: I live in a kingdom myself, though our king only has a ceremonial role. 
Our kings used to have more power, but it began to erode in the 19th Century. The last occasion 
when a Swedish king exercised any power was in 1914 when king Gustaf V held his Courtyard 
Speech asking for more money to the military, which made the government resign. In a strange twist 
of historic irony, the king was shown to be insightful, because shortly thereafter World War I started...)
William Tenn is a very fine writer! One of my favourites. I tend to like the older skiffy writers more. 
  Some final notes: Note that N3F is making plugs for its publications for the FAAn Awards. At the 
same time I have asked people to Hugo nominate  EAPA as Best Fanzine... Consider it! Nominations 
are open until March 19, https://discon3.org/whats-on/hugo-awards-wsfs/hugo-awards/ An APA 
should be eligible, it's a number of pieces stitched together in a single entity. We might not win, but 
PR of being on the ballot would be healthy. EAPA needs new blood - join! (I can give more info.)
  Not very nice scenes from Washington DC Jan 6! The US is ill, not only from the blasted virus. 
  Gave this ish a few extra pages to mark ending the History Issues run (but coming ishs will have a 
smaller "history corner"). For future issues if I have heard from you don't worry, otherwise just send 
me a word or two...or two hundred! (There may be a .rar file of the 10 history issues #96-105 later, for
those who have misses any.) In the virus world UK and EU are slugging it out on Astra-Zeneca 
vaccines! EU says AZ breaks delivery contracts as the UK grabs their stuff. UK says they signed up 
for delivery earlier. EU says "doesn't matter, our deal makes no exception for whatever other deals 
says" and threatens blockade of N Ireland border. And Russia steps in and offers their Sputnik V 
vaccine instead of delayed AZ deliveries. Bring out the popcorn! A thought: 100+ companies have 
worked on vaccines. In a couple of months there will be a huge surplus of vaccines and as many 
brands to pick from as there're cereals on the supermarket shelves...   
  Intermission will slowly turn back to normality - and so will the world. We hope. Roscoe says so!--AE

Swedish edition of Murray 
Leinsteir's Forgotten Planet.
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Editorial 

This Modern Age in Which We Live 

     Some called the 20th Century “The Age of Reason”. It does seem as if knowledge is 

being consolidated in that and the present century and that there is an emphasis on 

thought about how the world is and what we are doing in it. As I understand it, the 

industrial revolution brought people around to consideration of things being made and 

how they were being made, and brought into being the steam engine, then the railroad 

train, then the automobile, and finally the airplane, and there were many things being 

invented by people who had acquired an inventive spirit from the nature of the way 

things were becoming in that century, the 19th. There were also far-out inventions like 

the telegraph, radio, television, the motion picture camera, things of that nature which it 

took Einstein to explain to his students at Princeton. It has been pointed out that these 

inventions speeded up life—you could get places fast in an automobile or train, and 

airplane pilots could accomplish many things with great speed; radios and television had 

instant transmission and as Bill Gates pointed out, information was travelling at a 

celestial speed via those means and the computer system, which came into full being at 

the end of the last century. Arthur Clarke said, “Any technology if sufficiently advanced is 

indistinguishable from magic”, so that was magic coming, or coming back, into our lives 

via the machines. (For example, etching full sound into a phonograph record which will 

play it back is magic, even if, speaking of it scientifically, it can be done.) Things move 

faster when they can be done faster, and progress is speeded up. We moved from rags 

to riches over that last century, even though we retained our evils and ended up without 



enough money to buy anything. Circumstances require juggling to be comprehended.  

     With so much happening so fast, are we ourselves also happening? Science is saying 

that we might mutate or evolve to keep up with what is going on around us, and that 

we might become robotic keeping up with and operating the equipment we now have. 

We seem to be dwelling in a land newer than the one we are familiar with, and looking 

nostalgically at the outmoded remnants of things which were once the very latest. In 

previous ages people did not see all those great progressive changes because they did 

not live long enough. The changes came more slowly. Evolution itself has become 

speeded up, and many people are not certain they can take it physiologically.  

     One might ask, why is all this happening? If things speed up so tremendously, is that 

not people speeding up due to some primal drive to have things different and to build 

new things upon the things we have? Has what people had been unsatisfactory? A look 

over the literature of the past gives us the impression that this is so. Past writing is filled 

with high complaint. There has been a prediction of an apocalypse occurring in which 

everything that has been a-building will be realized, and this century seems as if it is 

part of that apocalypse that has been predicted. A judgment day was also predicted, 

due to all the misery that existed on Earth and the sin that brought that misery into 

being, and a lot of people express the idea that the time of that judgment is the 

present—and indeed, there is much talk going on about how good mankind is, which 

can be taken to be indicative of the presence of judgment, a reaction to a judgment 

occurring. There is also a lot of destruction occurring, which gives the impression of 

doom and of condemnation—people have not been worthy, is what that amounts to. If 

not worthy, they should be abandoned, is the notion of condemnation. They do not 

even get a sight of what is better than themselves, existing somewhere that they cannot 

reach—a condition of hell, which if it exists suggests that there are other places that are 

not hell. If there is judgment of sin, there must also exist non-sinfulness, a criterion by 

which to judge sin.  

     Our modern age has become one of chaos. Perhaps we should attempt to reason 

things out better than we have been doing, and acquire some control of our own over 

our passions. 



Mailing Comments 

     I’m very glad to see a lot of people in the 250th mailing; I was getting uncomfortable 

at the smallness of the apa, but it’s now a good size, and I hope it remains that way or 

builds up even farther. Here are some comments on that mailing: 

WILL MAYO: I thing you’ve caught on from Pablo Lennis that Frederick is not the only 

town that can be called haunted. Some of the people in Rhode Island, especially near 

Providence, are claiming that same thing, and you have seen my description of the book 

HAUNTED LAFAYETTE. Actually it’s comforting to have some haunts around. 

     It seems like either Jennings got into NAPA or your review of Pan was also in 

Tightbeam, I haven’t checked back. This review actually gives me a good comprehension 

of the story. 

JEFFERSON SWYCAFFER: In one of Lovecraft’s stories, “Pictman’s Model”, he portrays an 

extremely different Boston than is familiar from Colonial and Post-Colonial historical 

description. I wonder if anyone from Boston reacted to that story. He had the town full 

of ghouls, existing in public places. 

AHRVID ENGHOLM: Welcome to NAPA—glad to have you as a member. I hope you stay 

in and have a lot to say. You’re already saying a lot, and I agree with your statement that 

fandom must be retaken. 

     Two cures for hiccups are holding your breath and drinking water, or both together. 

This almost always makes them go away, which they seem to want to do; if they persist 

for too long they leave the realm of logic and believability. Your story is a relief from the 

no-talk that exists around the plague. 

     I hope you’ll do mailing comments for us. 



LORIEN RIVENDELL:  Sure, computers do a lot for fandom, but they keep it up in the air 

without a solid grounding, too. With the post office getting so indecent, we are forced 

into Cyberspace, as if it were a refuge. 

     The Covid rules have the effect of extermination for a lot of people. They wipe out 

their ability to sustain themselves. 

SAMUEL LUBELL:  I don’t think people who call fandom a hobby know what a hobby is. 

Writing and correspondence doesn’t qualify as a hobby. A hobby is a pastime working 

with interesting eccentric trivialities, such as making model planes, stamp collecting, and 

things like that. The original statement being quoted is “Fandom is just a goddam 

hobby.” It sounds like the speaker was drunk. 

GEORGE PHILLIES: I’ll bet the people in that two member NAPA felt pretty weird carrying 

on in it. It sounds uncanny. Observers must have felt pretty strange looking at it. 



Passers by    by Jeffrey Redmond 

The knives of war that came before 

From the ancient Er-Dan manuscripts (Codex 3144), as translated by Ed-Mon: 

    On the planet of the three moons a male offspring, one, of course, of many, was born. 

This one was in a birthing ceremony, in the little temple, on the great peninsula of the 

southern coast of the Western Continent. His mother was, as it was customary to be, 

naked and assisted by the priestesses of the lesser moon’s deities. The delivery was both 

easy and quick for her, and the invited guests murmured and chanted their approval 

throughout. The little offspring was washed and given back to her to hold and nourish, 

and she treated it in an adoring and caring way. But too soon afterwards, the male 

offspring’s father was conscripted to serve in the naval armada, and he was sent far 

away to another foreign conflict. There was no word about many of the ships ever again, 

because a series of terrible storms sank most of them. 

     The little male grew up with his mother, and he became a fine son, though perhaps a 

somewhat melancholy and insecure one due to his not having a father around. And one 

day, when he was tired, lonely, all by himself, and wishing that he had some toys to play 

with, he started to cry. His widowed mother was too poor to provide him with much else 

than the basic necessities, though a military veterans’ association paid for a nice little 

dwelling for them to live in. But the little male felt sorry for himself, and he missed not 

having all of the things that he saw the other young males playing with. 

     There was a naval marine neighbor who lived nearby, and he had returned safely 

from an expedition to the Eastern Continent. He had several female offspring, and he 



brought them back gifts of jewelries and fine cloths for lovely robes for them. He had no 

male offspring, and he was just then out for a stroll to watch the setting of the solar star 

in the eastern sky. He heard and saw the little male’s sorrow, and he went over to the 

sad one to find out what was wrong. He could see the little one’s old clothes, and he 

remembered that the widowed neighbor was his mother. Without really thinking about 

it, the veteran gave the little male some coins that he had with him just then. And, every 

once in awhile, the naval marine would be out and about with his wives and daughters, 

and they would always stop to greet the widow and her son. He would even give the 

little one a ride on his broad shoulders, and perhaps even more playfully than he did 

with his own little females. 

     During the next war, the veteran was called up once again, and he gave the little 

male a small knife that he had obtained as a past war souvenir. These gifts always made 

the little fatherless one very happy indeed, and he never forgot them. Later, news came 

of the marine veteran being killed in a large battle overseas, and his widows met with 

the other widow to share their grievings. The marine’s widows gave the seafarer’s widow 

a large and finely made knife, and one that their fallen marine would no longer need. He 

had told them to give it to the other widow for the little male, if he did not return. And 

when he grew up, the youth kept the two blades with him as a permanent remembrance 

of the time, attention, and generosity he had been shown when he had been so young 

and so unhappy. 

     During the next military conflict, the Western Continent was invaded by the forces of 

the Central Continent, and the armies fought many terrible battles in areas to the north 

of the capitol. The young male was now grown, and he was conscripted to join in the 

local militia units of the western army being formed in the peninsula area. They were 

given new style tunics and breeches, and other new equipment and supplies. They were 

armed with the newer and larger stabbing weapons, and they marched northwards at a 

more rapid pace than was usual. And, because of these factors, they arrived in time, and 

well-prepared to help drive the Centralers back to the coast. The Westerners celebrated 

as the enemy fleet sailed away, with the remnants of the invading force, to not return 

there ever again. The youth and his comrades of the section group returned to their 

homes in the peninsula coastal village, and they visited the temple of the smaller moon 

to give thanks for their victory and for their lives. 

     There were also other things that were just as important, and one of these was for 

the young male to meet and marry one of the grown up female offspring there. She was 



a daughter of the fallen marine who had been so kind and generous to him in the many 

seasons before. And, in the seasons afterwards, this female, his wife, was also naked in 

the same temple and giving birth to a little female of her own. On the way home, the 

young militia veteran saw a little male all by himself. This was another one whose father 

had not returned, and this time it was a fellow militia member who had fallen in the 

great defensive war against the Centraler invaders. And the young veteran, without 

really thinking about it, gave the little male the one smaller knife that he had always 

kept. 

     Sometimes in later seasons he would see the little fellow, and he would give him a 

ride up on his broad shoulders. And it appeared that he also gave the little male his 

larger knife, when he was older, as well. It may even have been that this youngster grew 

up to meet and marry one of the militia veteran’s female offspring, and perhaps have 

offspring of his own in time. It was not really ever known or understood completely why 

these males gave away such gifts to others’ little male offspring. And especially when 

the fathers of these little ones were lost in the continual military conflicts. But it seems 

to have been a recurring phenomenon, and one that always seemed to give at least a 

small amount of personal satisfaction. And not only to the receivers in these actions, but 

to the givers as well. 

FOR THAT COSMIC FIX by Will Mayo 

     Do you want to rock and roll, friends? Do you want to go to places you’ve never been 

before? Well, just stay here with me as we cruise the cosmic internet, heading over to 

Istanbul one nanosecond. Manilla and St. Petersburg the next. There’s no turning back 

now. Just your matrix in the making, sure to get those circuits rattling when you least 

expect it. It’s a fun-filled ride with life and death and a host of old ghosts. All in for one 

last mystery tour of heaven and hell and Shamballa. Climb aboard! 



Season of Evil by Joanne Tolson 

Yes, it’s a season of evil… 
Wanna be dictator 
Self proclaimed, 
Ego maniac tries 
A coup de gras 

On our government.

Waiting for Daylight by Joanne Tolson 

I wait anxiously for daylight again… 
As the saying goes, 

“The sun never sets”. 
It goes around our globe 

From day to day. 

The Sunrises by Joanne Tolson 

Over the oceans of the seven continents 
Each morning from the East— 

Its daily regime.



Issue’s end 
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Comments: 

Jose Sanchez:  Lovely!  The philosophical merging of science 
fiction and fantasy, myth and tech!  Three cheers for the computer 
era! 

John Thiel:  Interesting essay on Theodore Sturgeon and Synergy.  I 
think Sturgeon-esque Synergy can also be found in the Dorsai stories 
and novels by Gordon Dickson, perhaps most notably in the capstone 
of the series, "The Final Encyclopedia."  I haven't read as much 
Sturegon as I'd like, but I have found him to be inspiring.  As with 
many authors of the era, his short stories are, perhaps, better than his 
novels.  That is (in my opinion) definitely true of Gordon Dickson 
and also of Frank Herbert, whose "Dune" series also partakes, I 
think, of Synergy. 

I agree with you that a little more "getting together" in 
fandom would be a good thing.  At very least, it would be an 
interesting thing!  I wish the N3F, in particular, had more members, 
because I think the club -- and this APA! -- are models of "doing 
things right." 

Jeffrey Redmond's "Substitutions" was fun.  As seems usual 
with Redmond, it consists of narrative alone, no dialogue or 

conversations -- and, as  Alice  asked,  "What good  is a book with 
no 

conversations?"  The story doesn't actually have a plot, but is a 
description of a scene and the characters inhabiting it.  It's witty and 
rich in descriptive color, definitely an inviting fantasy milieu. 

rct me re Jeffrey Redmond, let me take the liberty -- and it is 
one, to be sure -- to ask you to pass along my encouragement to 
explore more traditional stories, with characters and dialogue, and 
with fully-developed dramatic plots.  Vignettes are fun, but they're 
like postcards:  somewhat limited! 

Will Mayo:  Fun photo of the decorative Aircraft Carrier! 

Agreement and sympathy, re "misfits," which many of us 
here would acknowledge ourselves to be. 

Intriguing vignette about the haunted house, with Civil War 
memories and other ha'nts, and the challenge to spend a night there.  
I *think* I could endure a night in a haunted house without running 
away screaming, but I'm also sure I don't eagerly court the 
experience! 



Ahrvid Engholm:  Welcome to our deliberations!  Thank you for 
joining us!  I hope you find the company amenable and the 
environment sustaining! 

Saucy and witty story, "The Hiccup Plague."  Obviously 
Covid-inspired, it's a cute story.  It's good to poke fun at bad things, 
the things that scare us.  (Walt Kelly, in Pogo, explored the question 
of poking fun at things that scare us; he concluded we generally 
don't, but my own conclusion is that we do indeed!) 

Lots of fun stuff, including, of course, quite a bit that I'm 
unable to read.  But if it broadens my horizons, then that's good!  I 
was unable to figure out how nuclear power divided Sweden into 
*three* moieties.  I can grok "pro" and "con" but what's the third?  
Undecided?  "Maybe?"  It certainly is an issue where there are (alas!) 
very good arguments both pro and con.  It isn't a "slam dunk" as are, 
perhaps, some few other issues of public debate. 

rct William McCabe, I'm afraid I disagree with you and 
agree with McCabe:  the current economic model, by relying on 
growth, is doomed to unsustainability.  You say that growth "means 
more resources," and I think that is exactly the opposite of true:  
growth means *shortages* of resources, leading to an economy of 
scarcity, which is inconsistent with a "must grow" model. 

rct R Grame Cameron, aye!  "Reptilicus" is bad -- but it's 
also quite a lot of fun.  It's good and bad at the same time...and in the 
same way! 

Lorien Rivendell:  re cooking, I'm a total botch!  I can only barely 
use the microwave to heat stuff up.  Recently I bought a pack of 
eight pork egg-rolls, and the microwave instructions were, 
"Microwave on high for one minute and thirty seconds for each egg-
roll with fifty seconds on high for each additional egg-roll."  I have 
absolutely no idea what that means!  I just put them in for six 
minutes, and they were fine! 

I have resisted putting in a membership roster, on the 
grounds that it might be seen as intruding on privacy.  I have email 
addresses for everyone here, and most of us put our addresses in our 
zines, but I'm leery of doing anything "official."  Also, I'm lazy... 

Lovely photo of cemetary with dry, dead grass.  Evocative! 

Total agreement, of course, on how modern information 
technology enhances the fannish experience.  It's to the point now 
that my Kindle isn't a nice add-on to my life, it's a core necessity! 

Also total agreement, in a very sad way, that the American 
system fails so badly at allocation and distribution of resources and 
goods.  I have a lot of respect for the "Free Market," but it requires 
regulation to prevent it from becoming monstrous (I remember the 
high tide of air and water pollution in this country!) and it requires 
augmentation in the form of public investment, from fire 
departments to the Space Program.  I'm extremely sad that a public 
health care system is so bitterly opposed by so many millions of 
people -- most of whom would actually benefit from such a system! 

Samuel Lubell:  Cute Tumblr thread on student housing in the 
Addams Family Mansion!  I could live in such a place!  (I *do* live 
in such a place!  You should see my household decor!) 

Interesting essay on the lack of Democracy in fantasy 
fiction, and the more typical depiction of monarchies.  I'm not at all 
sure why this is, although JRR Tolkien's influence is probably a 
partial cause.  I have a friend who has written a novel where there are 
five lands, five nations, each of which has a different form of rule!  
There a land that is tribal, one is a monarchy, one a thearchy, one is 
mercantile, and one is democratic!  It's a political-science tour de 
force! 

I won't go into detail, but I agree with all you said in your 
essay on Democracy in Reality.  I am a rather whole-hearted fan of 



"moderation," and believe in the power of compromise and 
consensus.  These ideals are, alas, not well-represented in our system 
today. 

I did not know that William Tenn was a pen-name!  I've read 
some -- not a lot, but some -- of his stories and have enjoyed them 
quite a bit.  The only one that springs to mind is "Eastward Ho!" a 
droll parody of "manifest destiny," in which the European settles of 
North America withdraw farther and farther, falling back at the last 
upon the Atlantic shore, from which they sail away...in three ships.  
Saucy! 

George Phillies:  re Amazon, it's weird.  I was able to create a cover 
according to their rules -- and it didn't fit inside their own borders/ 
outlines.  I was able to create a pdf file (Word allows you to store a 
.docx as a .pdf) and, on Amazon, "What I Saw Was Not What I 
Got!"  Incredibly frustrating, especially given that their interface for 
uploading ebooks is one of the best, friendliest, and easiest interfaces 
I have ever seen! 

rct Samuel Lubell, I am astonished to learn that Americans 
spend more money on Halloween decorations than on Christmas 
decorations!  Perhaps our grand "Addams Family" conspiracy is 
beginning to take hold! 

(Well, why not?  Both Christmas and The Addams Family 
celebrate the triumph of the individual soul over almighty death!) 

Fun "housecleaning" scene in the Dorrance Academy story.  
It might sound prosaic to some, even dull, but it is not!  It's good 
characterization, and it showcases the characters in a non-stress (or 
low-stress) context.  (One of the best superhero role-playing-gaming 
episodes I've ever been in centered around Washing the Batmobile!)  
"Slice of life" scenes are good in a novel, providing relief from too 
much excitement.  Combat scenes are good -- and you do them well! 
-- but variety is the spice! 

Bless me, but I do not recall when I joined the N3F.  
Probably in early 1990s.  I know that a former member wrote my 
name in for an election, for the position of President.  The results, 
published in TNFF, listed me at Jotson P Sujcoffer, a typo I treasure 
the memory of.  My friend is no longer an N3F member, but I do 
hector him mercilessly, urging him to rejoin. 



IINNTTEERRMMIISSSSIIOONN  ##110066
E-zine by Ahrvid Engholm, ahrvid@hotmail.com for EAPA, N'APA and some others. No more 
"history issues", but a smaller History Corner. Follow @SFJournalen's newstweets on Nordic 
sf/f/h&fandom! Beware of mutated typos! This zine isn't under CapsLock-down! Late Feb '21.

 Editorially
Intermission has for the previous ten issues concentrated on presenting sf and fandom history finds 
from researching the digital newspaper archive of the Royal Library in Stockholm. It's now time to 
scale back a little on that and this industrious little zine will slowly turn back to normality. It'll have a 
little bit of this and that, often related to sf and fandom of course, things I've stumbled upon. 
Hopefully, cultural events will begin to take place In Real Life again so I can report on that (I'll have 
some 2020 reports of the very few IRL events I went to last year). I'll keep a smaller "history corner" 
however, with more newspaper finds. There's a lot a lot of that material left!
  As long as the C-virus from outer space or the Bat Cave, or wherever it came from, is on the loose, 

I'll comment that too. Swedish politicians have now suggested new 
"tougher" legislation to lock down malls, shops and events...which is totally 
unnecessary! It's uncertain they'll use it, all curves have dropped a lot since 
Christmas and vaccinations are speeding up. 7% of the population has now 
gotten at least one shot, most importantly all the most vulnerable (its 
probably 8-10% by the time you read this) and since antibodies level was 
38% in December it's probably +50% now. Our chief epidemiologist Dr 
Tegnell also notes it's "extremely unlikely" to become re-infected. The virus 
gets fewer and fewer targets with 60% immunity - and rising. The weather, 

the best buddy off the virus, is also getting warmer. All this points to that pandemic must be on the 
last stretch here - without lockdowns or masks, but a lot of talk and fearmongering. The papers  
recently unveiled a 200 members secret lobby and propaganda group called "Mewas", which has 
campaigned to attack Sweden's scientific, softer corona strategy. Their members have spread 
negative news and opinion pieces in foreign media, to embassies, members of the EU parliament, 
etc. "Tough measure" critics and scientists have also received threats and hate mail. Deplorable!
  There's a huge but very blind eye towards the wide range of serious damages from "tough 
measures: economy (bankruptcies, unemployment, budget deficits, rising taxes), psychological stress
(domestic violence, depression, suicides, drugs), victims from other diseases (as people are scared 
away from hospitals, which also cuts down on operations and other treatment), lost education for 
children (which may affect their whole lives!) not to forget the disruption of civil rights! The politicians 
want to seem like they are "in charge" in a way that is pure, reckless opportunism. But for every notch
curves drop, for every syringe of vaccine, for every degree of warmer weather the virus goes away. 
Wash your hands, keep distance, work from home if possible, don't crowd, stay home if feeling ill, the 
few few simple things making all the difference. Closing everything down is devastating, you ruin 
everybody's life, the effect is nil or has at best marginal, and the damage is extensive.
  Don't play games to the gallery, politruks and bureaucrats! Every indication is that Normality is Nigh. 
Don't pretend you are knights in shining armour saving us from anything. Get our lives back to 
normal. Save sanity. Save our wallets. Save the children. 

  --Ahrvid Engholm
Ps. As noted I've begun to downsize the distribution, initially cutting the list by 30%. Send me a line if you want
to be sure to get next fantastic issue! (Contents to be more "normal" but I'll keep a little History Corner.)

The winter bump of Mr C 
victims continues down. From 
Nat'l Health Agency March 1.

Don't ask what EAPA can do for you, but what you can do for EAPA!Don't ask what EAPA can do for you, but what you can do for EAPA!
(Join! Ask me for info. And why not nominate EAPA for the fmz Hugo?) (Join! Ask me for info. And why not nominate EAPA for the fmz Hugo?) 



The 35 Year Sensation!

Early March last year we lost one of the Great Footsoldiers of our local science fiction scene, Michael
Svensson. I'm uncertain if it was the Damn Virus, as the Blasted Pandemic had hardly begun then. 
Michael suffered from diabetes which by itself is bad enough. He edited the fanzine Zimeria in the 
early1980s, together with the Bernander brothers, one of the best serious zines we've had. He has 
worked in the Scandinavian SF Association, even serving a period as chairman, and deservedly 
received the Alvar Award in 1986 (main Swedish fan award, once also given to Joe R Struly too!).
  But Michael Svensson's perhaps biggest achievement  was writing the business system that has 
been the backbone of the Swedish SF Bookstore for 3.5 decades! This bookstore, founded in late 
1977 by the Scandinavian SF Association, helped by eg one Mr Stieg Larsson, is now a chain of 
three stores and has been quite important for raising the awareness of the sf genre in Sweden. One 
indication of its importance is that often when the TV news or some culture show covers sf, future, 
space or something similar...they take their cameras to the SF Bookstore and interview someone of 

it's staff. I've seen it many times.
  Glenn of their staff (and of a 
fannish parody novel fame, but it's 
another story) tells me Michaels 
system came about 1986 or '87, 
which means it worked for  
sensational 35 years or thereabout.
  And it was on old MS-DOS 
system!
  What we are talking about is the 
SF Bookstore System For 
Everything. The inventory, for 
ordering books, for creating 
invoices, to set prices, to check 
anything... I remember that Michael
- must have been in the late 80's - 

proudly made a demo of the system for me, and I believe it was written in the MS-DOS database 
system dBase. The system was never full of bells and whistles, but it worked
and was very robust. They even considered to commercialise it, sell it to other
bookstores, but canned it since the market of other Swedish bookstores not yt
having a business system was small and it would take focus from the basic
operations of a bookstore.
  However good Michael's system was, the it lacked some modern features, and
they finally had to upgrade to a new system after more than three decades. That
was done in late January. But what a good run Michael's system had! It's as if a
courier service today would use T-Fords or an airline was relying on old DC3s...
  MS-DOS was a pretty good operating system, in my opinion. It was sleek,
stable, easy to work with, fast. Its only drawback was limited memory and that it
didn't multitask. (Novell actually released their own compatible DOS 7 that could
multitask, but it had little market penetration. DOS could however have several
programs open simultaneously as TSRs.) I actually myself relied primarily on
DOS until the early 00's. As long as you used Win 3.x, 95 or 98, it was DOS in
the background and I always went to DOS mode for the word processor I then
preferred, which was Word 5.x for DOS.

This is what Michael Svensson's SF Bookstore system looked like, seen 
from a DOS box within Windows. (It actually shows yours truly's book 
Murder on the Moon, which looks like having been sold out here.)

Michael Svensson, Grey
Eminence of Swedish sf!



  That DOS was command-line based was no problem. I
once reckoned that about 10 commands was all you
needed to do about 99% of all you needed.  A so called
Graphical User Interface gives an illusion of "user
friendliness", but it's deceiving. It's easy to go astray among
all those icons and folders. And if you look under the
surface of Windows, it's a nightmare maze of thousands of
files and folders, virtually impossible to track errors in. Most
error "fixing" in Windows just consists of re-installing stuff,
but you get no idea of what the fault was or what "re-
installing" has done in the background. It's like the only way
to repair a car is to change the motor every time something
goes awry. In comparison, DOS relies on only five files
(io.sys, msdos.sys command.com, config.sys autoexec.bat)
plus one or two start-up files of your program. That makes
error tracking, fixing and system maintenance very easy.
You can meddle around and experiment find what the glitch
is. That's impossible in Windows! And the complexity of Windows also slows it down. My old DOS 

word processor was just as fast or even faster than today's Word for 
Windows, despite being on that computer back then had only 1/50th the
processing power. I have by now used PCs for more than 3.5 decades, 
have studied and read a lot computer history and have followed the 
development of software and OSes. I'm not totally enthusiastic over 
some directions it is taking.
  This new thing Mr Gates & Co introduced with Windows 10, this auto-
instalment of "updates" - which you can't turn off! - annoys the hell our 
of me. A user must be be supreme commander of his own computer 
and actively decide if he wants an "update" or not. To force new 
program code on users is dictatorship. Can it, Billy!
  However, that Michael Svensson could write a business system in 
good ole' DOS, from the days when software was called programs and 
not "apps" (which APPle introduced), lasting into the 2020's shows how 
important he was.

Winter Sports

Much of the Northern hemisphere is as this is written covered by solid state H2O. In Sweden it 
doesn't matter much - we're used to it. But it seems the people of the British Isles and parts of North 
America (Canada, Alaska, Minnesota, Vermont etc may be excused) are less familiar with it. It even 
hit way down south! I remember old Westerns set in Texas, cowboys riding in semi-deserts under an 
eternal blazing sun, in clouds of dry dust rising from the hooves off the sweaty horses...and now it's 
all covered in snow!
  It's time for winter sports. They have always been popular in the Nordic region: hockey, skiing - 
across, downhill, while shooting target, flying down a slope - , winter rallies with car or bike, skating, 
dog or reindeer dog sledding, and what have you - have you heard of bandy?
  My favourite winter sport - not doing it, just watching it on the telly! - is cross-country skiing, which I 
understand some abbreviate to XCS (clever!). Some damn virus from outer space however more or 
less ruined the latest season. The XCS federation had to cancel some of the World Cup weekends, ie
the ongoing competition series during the season, the virus shite made some countries abstain some,
and quarantine rules canned others. The other day the Norwegian government decided to not ease 

Rare picture of Stieg Larsson in the original SF 
Bookstore in the late 1970s I recognise the 
bookshelf design. It was then on 45 Pontonjär 
Street, run by the Scandinavian SF Association, 
where Stieg also served a term as chairman.



rules for competitors meaning the two last World Cups there were cancelled 
(Switzerland jumped in and took one of them). Sweden stayed home from three 
World Cups, which eg meant that our brilliant sprint queen Linn lacked events to 
defend the 2020 sprint cup win. She won all she could, otherwise.
  The only thing going almost normal was the so called Tour de Ski, a tight series of 
eight races during ten days arranged in the Alps. Norway stayed home, but the 
Swedes won 5 out of the 16 races, especially notable a maiden win for a new male 
sprinter named Oskar Svensson. Not to forget sprint specialist Linn Svahn taking 
home a distance race, 10 km! Unfortunately our great distance star Frida Karlsson 
injured herself after three races and had to quit. Otherwise she was in an excellent 
position, only 10 seconds behind the leader of the total.
  That leader finally also won in the totals, Jessica Diggins of the US, with Sweden's 
Ebba Andersson third in the totals, winning last race, a murdering stretch up a 
slalom slope! That was the first time an American won Tour de Ski, and one may 
hope it creates some attention for cross-country skiing in the US...why not in Texas! 
It would mean a lot for a sport that internationally is rather small, compared to many 
other sports. But cross-country skiing  is still the king of winter sports, in my opinion!
  It must be one of the earliest sports ever. The oldest ski artefacts are fragments  
from 6000 BC in Siberia and the oldest complete ski found is more than 4000 years 
old discovered in a bog near Hoting, Sweden (incidently just some 20 km from my 
grandmother's and mother's village Bellvik!). There are cave paintings in China and 
stone carvings in Norway and Sweden of about the same age, showing skiers. XCS 
competitions in a modern sense began in Norway in the 1800s, though the Swedes 
weren't too far behind and in 1922 founded the world's biggest skiing race, the 90 
km Vasa Race, with tens of thousands of participants.

  The Swedish men's national team is presently not exactly flocking on the prize podiums (better 
times will surely come, as Spint-Oskar hints) but our ladies' national team is right now probably the 
world's best. And while Norway has at least one extremely good distance runner, Therese Johaug, I 
think Frida Karlsson, Ebba Andersson, Linn Svahn and perhaps even Charlotte Kalla (if he finds her 
22-international-medals-shape!) can give her a good fight on a good day. Three of them have BTW 
already beaten Therese at difference races. And behind those names are half a dozen younger, 
talented Swedish ladies ready to conquer the tracks. It would have been interesting to see all of them 
in an ordinary, full world cup season - but that we couldn't, alas.
  Our last hope is the Nordic Ski World Campionships, coming shortly as I write, in Obersdorf, 
Germany. XCS is often called
"Nordic skiing" but it's not only the
Nordic countries that ski. Central
Europeans with those Alps and
cold mountains also have good
XCS skiing traditions. For the
championships the Swedes are
favourites in the sprints and relays,
the Norwegians in the distance
races. The first races will take
place before the deadline of thish,
and I will give you some exciting
reports.
  Cross country skiing has basically
2 disiplines (distance and sprint)

The world's oldest ski
found in a bog near 
Hoting, Sweden.

From the Vasa Race. New York Marathon should perhaps be envious...



and 2 formats (interval or mass start) and 2 styles (skate and
classic) . Distance is 5 to 50 km, with women usually doing
shorter distances, as some elderly gentlemen organising stuff
think they'd otherwise over-exhaust themselves... Sprint is
about 1.5 km in highest speed. Interval start, also called race
against the clock, means that each skier starts individually in
30 seconds intervals. Mass start means just that. Styles need
some explanation:
  The classic skiing style (also called diagonal style) is to push
with your legs 1-2, 1-2, 1-2 with parallel skis, and diagonal to
the legs with your arms and ski poles. Preparing the right ski
wax is here very important. You want grip when you push off
but at the same time also glide. Waxing skis is a science, and
you have to analyse the snow for the day. Leading nations
have a waxing buses full of equipment and professional
waxers.
  But sometime in the late 1970's someone - actually an American, one Bill Koch - found out that you 
go faster by taking skating strides instead of the diagonal 1-2s, 1-2s. He won the World Cup and 
competitors began to copy him, so he won no more. Skating on skis - also called "free style" - 
became so popular that the head honchos of skiing feared that the beauty of classic skiing was about
to die. The solution was to alternate the styles, so some races are in free and some in classic style.
  And free style or skating takes some skill to master. Just like when driving a car you have several 
"gears". You skate in gear 1 to 4 depending on your frequency and pattern of pole pushes, in relation 
to skating strides, and a gear 5  is used in the final push before the finish, as you skip poling and just 

use the legs in highest possible frequency.
  The championships will have both styles, divided between distances. 
Most skiers master both, though they may be slightly better in one or the
other. Eg Linn Svahn prefers classic, while Charlotte Kalla is a super 
skater and famous for being able to go on gear 3 uphill. BTW, ski waxing
is easier in free style, as you don't need to consider the grip.
  So I hope you see why this sport is interesting. Technical skill, different 
distances, different styles and gears, the science of waxing, a clock 
ticking in the screen corner...and to
chase those damn Norwegians!
  The sport reporters of the tabloids
always try to make the most out of
the skiing battles across the
Scandinavian mountain chain with

war-like headlines... I think they are great fun!
  But speaking of skating - real skating on ice, not snow - there has
happened an exceptional thing, the revival of the old speed
skating traditions de la Suede! Last century we had a whole series
of speed skating kings, world and Olympic champions and record
holders: Seyffarth, Ericsson, Nilsson, Höglin, Claesson, and finally
the brilliant Tomas Gustafsopn, thrice Olympic champ, last in 1988.
But then skating died here, and was dead as a dodo for 33 years...
  Until February 2021. A 24-year old maverick by the name Nils
Van der Poel came to the World Championship in Heerenveen,
Netherlands. He first won the 5000 metre gold medal, and three

Sweden's Frida Karlsson skiing in the 
beautiful classic style.

Skating on the skis, with 
Charlotte Kalla of Sweden.

Nils Van der Poel setting new 10 
000m world record, at 12:32.95



days later the 10 000 metre gold - setting a new world record! It was as if this guy 
stepped out of a flying saucer and just did it. Few had heard of him, though he 
had earlier won a junior world championship at age 18.
  What happened was that some time after this he grew bored of skating, and 
decided to do military service! It was voluntary to sign up (limited national service 
has since been re-instituted) and Nils decided to sign up for the toughest job, 
becoming a hunter soldier, equivalent to US marines or something, in a regiment 
up in the mountainous, cold north for 15 months. And he loved it! He has talked 
about how it strengthened him to survive in the woods or doing parachute jumps. 
And he came back as a top skater just a few months ago, doing incredible results.
First he did the 6th best ever 10 000 metre run and now, as said, the best ever. 
Maybe it's the right medicine to run around in the northern woods with a gun for a 
year and a half to become a good skater?
  Speaking of guns, there is also a sport called biathlon, where you ski for a bit 
and then stop at shooting stations to hit a series of black dots with a rifle. There 
has recently been a World Championship in that too, where the Swedish did quite
alright, grabbing six medals. But I leave that since I'm not such a huge fan of 
biathlon. Target shooting adds randomness and I like pure skiing better. 
  (Note: The above was written before the championships I'll cover that below.)

XCS Report...
As I'm finishing thish the XrossCountrySkiing (=XCS) World Championship has begun, in Obersdorf 
in the German Alps. So I should report...
  There are good and bad news from the first discipline, the sprint. Big Norwegian favourite Johannes 
Kläbo won the men's sprint, but the bad news is that the big women's sprint favourite Linn Svahn 
didn't win or even make it to the final. (An shoulder injury from a couple of weeks before might have 
played a part.) But the good news is that another of the Swedish lasses grabbed the gold!
  Last year, 26-year old Jonna Sundling finished
second in the sprint World Cup, but as 2020 year's
winner Svahn was eliminated in the semis, she took
the top of the podium in the final with great authority.
That Jonna could grab that lump of  AU (gold) was in
no way a sensation. She's has hovered around the top
in sprint skiing for years. She won with a comfortable
25 metres, ca 30 yards, a huge margin in sprint! 
   Ms Falla of Norway was second (always a top
performer, previous sprint world champ) and Lampic of
Slovenia third (sprint cup winner 2021, though
competitors abstained from several races, always a top
performer too). Congrats to all medalists!
  Saturday was another fine day for the Swedish skiing girls, silver (Frida Karlsson) and bronze (Ebba 
Andersson) behind gold winner Therese "The Locomotive" Johaug, with about half a minute. The 
discipline is called skiathlon, which is 7.5 km classic style, then changing skis for 7.5 km skating.
  But it was dramatic! Frida and Therese crashed and fell in the middle of the race, Ebba barely 
missing to be involved. Johaug's ski came out across Karlsson's and both fell. Andersson could take 

the lead for a time. Karlsson broke her ski pole 
and lost extra time getting a new one, but 
despite being the one losing most from the 
incident she came back and it was strong to 
grab the silver!

Hunter soldier Nils in 
the dress uniform of 
the Swedish army.

Gold medalist Jonna Sundling crushed competitors! The 
margin of 25m (30y) is light years in ski sprint...

Jonna - what a donna!



  Johaug was the favourite and took back the lead, but the 
Swedes showed to be in great shape and that's promising for the 
rest of the championship. Our Greatest One Ever, Charlotte Kalla 
(22 international medals!) made a strong race, finishing 5th 
despite having the season ruined by a corona infection and back 
problems. She raced herself into the relay team, for sure.
  Sunday then became a great day for the lady squad, and to be 
honest - the Swedish team sprinters were also big favourites. In 
team sprint two skiers alternate to do every second round of six 
sprint laps. New world champ Jonna Sundling and 2019 team 
sprint world champ Maja Dahlqvist formed the Swedish team 
(Maja then teamed with Stina Nilsson, who last spring changed 

sport to biathlon, it's another story). This became a bit extra spicy because it was Jonna and Maja 
who crashed into each other in the 2019 individual final, which made them lose one or two medals.
  This time they made no mistake. The Swedes lead
through practically the whole race. Nadine Fähndrich
of Switzerland tried to challenge on the final stretch,
but fresh world champ Jonna would have none of it,
and sailed through the finish line on the frozen water.
Jonna and Maja got justice after the 2019 debacle,
and both looked as happy as two-tailed dogs. Norway
had a miserable day and finished sixth. On the other
hand, their men's team won their race! 
  And the Swedes finished sixth there. I won't have
reasons to cover the male Swedish skiers much. The
men's squad is in a tough generation shift, after some
very good ones retired a couple of years ago. It'll take some time to bounce back. One candidate is 
William Poromaa,  promising ninth in skiathlon despite ski problems and only 20 years. BTW he's 
also the fiancé of already successful Frida Karlsson. Finland, usually a good skiing nation but also 
having problems, won the silver in the men's team sprint, which was excellent for them. Onnittelen!

  And just before deadline, we had the ladies' 10 km free
style race. Norwegian "Locomotive" Johaug was 
impossible to shake, but two more medals for the 
Swedes, silver for Frida Karlsson and bronze for Ebba 
Andersson - the same procedure as in skiathlon.  The 
Great One Charlotte Kalla finished a fine sixth despite, 
as noted, a miserable season with illnesses and few 
races. She'll do fine in the relay on Thursday. And the 
Swedish girls will be favourites! The three top Swedes 
today beat all Norwegians except Johaug and the fourth
spot will be filled with (probably) sprint champ Jonna 

Sundling, with comet Linn Svahn as backup if her shoulder is fine. The Swedish lady squad is our 
best ever and a joy to follow, while we have to admit Norway's Johaug is the best distance runner...for
some time still. It's all Ms Kalla's doing, often voted Sweden's most popular athlete all categories and 
she has inspired many young girls to get their boots into those long snow things. The medal catch is 
now six, better than in previous world championships, and more to come... (Relay and 30 km.)
  But that's perhaps for next issue.

The moment when Therese Johaug 
and Frida Karlsson crashed. But both 
came back, to gold and silver. Ebba in
the back grabbed bronze.

Maja Dahlqvist and Jonna Sundling celebrate 
their team sprint gold medal!

Frida Karlsson before start. Silver was the result.
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History CornerHistory Corner
I have written a lot about the legendary space journalist, artist and
author Eugen Semitjov https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eugen_Semitjov
 in the 10-issue history run. Skiffy has always been tightly connected
to space exploration, with its speculative, futuristic scope. You only
need to think of "2001 - A Space Odyssey" to see why. Approximately
123 456 sf novels covers spaceships and alien planets...
   I was contacted by a film maker who plans to do a documentary
about Eugen! (I won't spill more about the project yet. It's a guy I way
back know from the Short Film Festival this zine often has reported
from.) I gave him all the newspaper clips about Eugen and his father
Vladimir Semitjov I had collected, some personal memories and all
the tips I could come up with, and I wish the project comes through.
Here is BTW Eugen's official homepage (run by his son Jesper, I believe), with some stuff in English 
and lots of his exquisite art https://semitjov.se/comics/?lang=en
  This gives me a reason to return to Semitjov material. Eugen is here proudly presented in the big 
newspaper Atonbladet, April 12 1962, "Aftonbladet's Space Expert (you saw him in TV's news 
program) FIRST WITH SPUTNIK": 

You who watched TV last night were informed about the 
Russian space experiments by Aftonbladet's space 
expert Eugen Semitjov. The national broadcaster has 
discovered that he is one of our foremost popular 
describers of space research. Last night he was also in 
the radio program Journalen. Eugen Semitjov has since 
several years contributed to Aftonbladet in illustrations 
and text about space. Four months before the Russians 
managed to launch their first satellite Eugen Semitjov 
had already named it Sputnik. Eugen Semitjov has 
produced material about space in Denmark, Norway, 
Finland, Germany and Argentina. He is one of few 
westerner experts that may follow the Russian space 
experiments on site. Some time ago he returned from a 
10 000 km trip through European and Asian USSR. 
During two months he was able to visit the Russian 
rocket experts laboratories and experiment shops. He 
visited eg Moscow, Leningrad, Sverdlovsk, Tiflis, Taskent
and Samarkand. /Swedish transcription of place names. 
English one may differ./ His knowledge and his ability to 
in an easy way explain space questions and space 
experiments is well known for the Aftonbladet readers. 
Now with coming experiments on the "highest level" he 
will as usual thoroughly orientate the readers of 
Aftonbladet - and the TV viewers. (Caption: Eugen 
Semitjov is one of few westerners who has been able to 
see the Russian space workshops from the inside. Here 
from the visit to Moscow.)

This was in time for Yuri Gagarin's first space trip, 
April 12 1961. But the same newspaper's TV review 
column "TV Yesterday" wasn't too happy with the TV
news (titled "Aktuellt" = "Going on" or "Right now"), 
"Aktuellt Lost the Grip of the Space Trip", April 13:

Eugen Semitjov (right), here with one 
of Swedish fandom's Founding 
Fathers, Dénis Lindbohm.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eugen_Semitjov
https://semitjov.se/comics/?lang=en


Anyone expecting a clear overview on TV of the historic day in
world history when the first human was sent into space
became disappointed. When the Aktuellt extra broadcast
came on rather late the highly interesting material was pushed
out in one big mess, where all attempts of a clear line or
composition disappeared. A long row of experts had been
called up. Most of them never got the chance to elaborate
upon their probably interesting views before time was up. A
single interviewer, and a noticeably inexperienced one at that,
made brave attempts to manage his enormous task. The
somewhat knowledgable could perhaps manage to get some
interesting details out of this jumble. Eg Eugen Semitjov - well
known for Aftonbladet's readers - managed to explain the very
difficult landing of the spaceship with a couple of drawings..
Laborator Åke Hjertstrand and his colleague Rolf Moore-
leading experts on rockets and satellites - gave a
concentrated view of the space drama. The medical aspects
of the curious voyage was also illustrated by aviation doctor
Lars Laurell. But it was worse with the arrangement itself. You
can understand the difficulties for TV to hunt for pictures and
experts - but the question is if they shouldn't from the start
have limited the experts and instead used their own
experienced staff to map out the material.

The complaint was more about the TV program's editing
and set up. Our friend Eugen did fine. He was also a
frequent guest in the TV studios during the American
space projects, including the Moon landings. He received
the Grand Prize of Journalism ("Stora Journalistpriset")
for his space reporting in 1972, well deserved! 
  Let's move to real skiffy speculations, on something we haven't seen yet - the manned trip to Mars. 
(Even if we could note a robotic success recently. Good luck to Percy!) Wernher von Braun had in the
early 1950s described manned Mars missions in Colliers Magazine and would later do a series of 
similar TV shows for Walt Disney. This was certainly stuff Eugen had studied as he described his own
ideas in Aftonbladet, January 14, 1955, in "The Mars Rocket" (next page):

                                 What came first, the hen or the egg? Artist Lars “LON” Olsson speculates.



Big box: In older space novels the vehicles of the bold space  travellers were usually called moon rockets - 
since the goal of the trip usually was the Moon. And that designation was correct. In our days the term "space 
rocket" won't cover all variations that probably will be constructed in the future. For interplanetary trips very 
different rocket types are needed - depending on the target. The rocket ship will certainly vary as much in look 
than the aircraft of the 1950s. Launches from out globe can only happen with very streamlined machines we 
call Tellus rockets, and must push through the atmosphere in very high speed. Most of the fuel will be used up 
there and the Tellus rocket must anchor at a space base and the passengers move to a "moon rocket". It will 
travel through empty space to the Moon, will never face air resistance and may in theory be of any shape. If 
we can construct
a space station
and reach the
Moon, next  goal
will probably be
Mars. That
breathtaking
journey requires
a rather
complicated
rocket type - The
Mars Rocket.
Box 1: The
Tellus rocket. An
extremely
streamlined
machine for
shuttle traffic to
Earth - through
the atmosphere-
out to the space
station. Auxiliary 
rockets in the
back are
dropped when
used up.
Box 2: Moon
rocket. Machine
for journeys from
the space station
- through space -
to the Moon. It
never gets in
contact with air
which allows for
a design without
thought of
streamlining.
Box 3: Mars
rocket. Starts
from the space 
station or from
the Moon. The
huge engine in
the back only
works in space.
Before landing
on Mars it is
uncoupled and
the ship itself
continues in a



glide on its giant wings.
Big illlo 1: 2 1/2 years in space. A trip to the planet Mars is an incredibly difficult enterprise. Science has much 
to learn before it can be done. But we can anticipate one or two things already today: a single trip from Earth 
to Mars will be 568 km long /Ed: Hm, that will vary!/ and takes 8 months. While the shortest distance between 
the planets is far less we must count on that they move. If we started pointing to Mars it wouldn't be in the 
same place when we reached there. The
expedition may stay on Mars for 15
months before the position of the planet
will be suitable for the trip back. The return
trip also takes 8 months. When we land on
our home planet 31 months have all in all
passed. FOR OVER 2 ½ MONTHS WE
MUST BE ABLE TO COPE WITH
UNEARTHLY  CIRCUMSTANCES. The
trip will go this way -  if it will happen:
Powered by big extra engines with
external fuel tanks the Mars rockets (there
should be several for safety reasons) from
a space base or the Moon. Arriving at the
target the rockets enter a satellite orbit
around Mars - like the one the space base
has around Earth - drops extra engines
and leave them to float in space. Like a
glider they then move towards the planet
surface.
Illo 2: The first Mars rocket lands on the snow of the polar cap.
IIlo 3: 15 months have passed. The positions of Mars and Earth are suitable for travelling home. De big wings 
are removed and the rocket body is raised on the aft fins. In this position it lifts from the planet's surface in the 
usual rocket manner. They have enough fuel to reach the satellite orbit where they will reach contact with the 
engines left behind. These are attached, the rocketship shots itself free from the orbit and begins the long trip 
home.

This scenario is clearly inspired by but not identical to the one von Braun presented, and its obvious 
that Eugen knew his stuff. And it's a quite possible and realistic Mars expedition, given that the 
vessels are given a more modern design.
  Beside being a fine artist (for many years drawing the space comic "Allan Kämpe" which sold 
internationally) Eugen Semitjov was also journalist and author. Writing a long row of popular science 
and space books he also wrote a number of adventure novels for young readers, with an sf slant of 
course. Thoughh being a staff artist for the old Jules Verne Magasinet (1940-47) he never had any 
short stories in any of the - not too many - Swedish sf mags. However, I found a short story by him in 
his regular newspaper Aftonbladet. It is formally an article, but is phrased like a piece of fiction, "We 
Broke the Time Barrier" was the title, published September 8 1959:

I bumped into Peter in the astronauts' mess on my first free evening after the extensive debriefing. I had hoped
to find him there. We had followed each other in high school, being of the same age and class in the astronaut 
school and finally the new photon training. It was the photon rocket that made out ways part. I had applied to 
and been accepted for the first deep space journey, while Peter had preferred to stay with the atomic fleet.
  It took some time before any of us said something. We just stood and looked at each other. Tried to discover 
any changes. You see, we were not longer of the same age. Peter was now one year older than me. It may 
sound like science fiction, but is the real truth. We were both at age 27 when I started, but now after the return 
to Earth I am 30 year and Peter 31.
  But that isn't so strange - I and the entire crew of the photon rocket have been subjects of the time dilation 
that happens near light speed. The mathematician Albert Einstein predicted it in his theory of relativity already 
half a century ago. We in the photon rocket FR-F 18 are the first to experience it.  I and Peter now sit and chat 
over a drink. The evening rests dark and warm over the rocket field and the heat flows in through the open 
windows of the mess. Far away in the darkness a few rocket fuselages shines white in the searchlights. It's the
streamlines ferries that go to the space stations.
  We never came to any conclusions in our discussions. Peter says I have lost a year of my life while I claim 
the opposite - that I have been given an extra year. Who is right? Perhaps we both are. I'd better tell the whole
thing from the beginning.



  Photon
rockets -
driven by light
energy and
the fastest
vessels to
travel through
space - had
already been
in practical
use for a
couple of
years when
our operation
began to be
planned. We
called it
"Operation
Einstein" and
its purpose
was to explore
the effects of
time dilation
during a three
year journey.
The photon
drive was at
the time far
advanced, and
the problem
was rather to
make the
rocket self-
sufficient so
that the crew's
need of
nourish-ment
and oxygen
could be met
during the
long journey.

  A huge staff
of space
physicians,
chemists,
atomic
physicists and
other
specialists in
many different
areas
managed to
solve the task
and two years
later the spaceship lay readily assembled and anchored to the satellite station B2 in its 24-hour orbit. We bid 
farewell to loved ones and friends who had gathered by the ferry rocket that would take us to the space 
station. Peter was there and joked about that they would have to come and get us with an old, trusty atomic 
rocket when we ran out of photons.
  We didn't exchange any words, when we the ten selected embarked the photon rocket through the air tunnel 
from the space station eight hours later. All went on routine and like other interplanetary expeditions, and yet 
this was something different from before. A spaceship would for the first time leave the solar system and rush 



out into the dazzling emptiness between the stars.
  We floated slowly away from the space station, driven by the soft recoil of the photon beam. The acceleration
was in the beginning set up so that we obtained normal body weight. The spaceship had the shape of a giant 
flashlight with the reflector in the aft.
  We had reached the Einstein number 0.3 after three and a half months' trip - it means the speed was now 
three tenths the speed of light or 90 000 km/sec. This way to measure speed resembles air travel's Mach 
numbers to measure the speed in relation to the speed of sound - the Einstein number does it relation to the 
speed of light. The sun behind us was no longer a sun, it was a star among the billions of these in the Milky 
Way. Our course was towards our closest neighbour, Proxima Centauri, at a distance of 4.21 light years. We 
had resources to fly all the way there, but it wasn't a part of "Operation Einstein".We wouldn't go much more 
than halfway.
  I shan't go into details - our work tasks, our spare time - just say that despite that everything was arranged for
our work and entertainment, these three years were terribly boring. Not even the sensation to finally have 
passed the planned Einstein number 0.8 and reaching a speed of 250 000 km/sec could make us forget our 
longing or home.
  And still it was a dizzying feeling to know that we now had reached a speed at which times moves half as fast
as on Earth. /This sentence is also pic caption./ If we had been able to broadcast TV over this distance, the 
receivers on Earth would see us moving in slow motion. They would see our clocks move only 30 minutes 
during an Earth hour, hear us talk sluggish and muffled like like a sound tape in a too slow speed. Meanwhile 
everything would seem normal onboard.
  More seconds, minutes, hours - breaking for months. And going back again. More deacceleration to Einstein 
0.3 from time dilation 2. More travel for months in empty interstellar space, but now in the right direction - 
towards our sun, that  slowly grows to the shiniest star in the pattern of the Milky Way.
  The time dilation was difficult to calculate, it shifted with the photon rocket's accelerations and 
deaccelerations. It shifted constantly, grew or shrank. The electronic brains took care of it - to make sure than 
we during our shifting speeds reached a total time delay of one year.
  After three years in the emptiness of eternity we came back to recognisable grounds, passed the orbit of 
Pluto and continued with slowing speed further into the solar system. The Sun shone friendly on us, still very 
far away. We had a month to go to the Earth we longed for and the landing at the space station. During the 
very last week we reached radio contact and exchanged time data. We knew what was to expect but the 
experience was still sensational. This is what the report about us read like:
  FR-F18 calls Earth after three years of interstellar travel and speeds up to Einstein 0.834. Rocket time and 
date 22.07 August 14 year 1987. Shortly thereafter Earth replied:
  Earth calls FR-F18. When receiving your call we had Greenwich time 22.15 August 16 year 1988.
  The time dilation in Einstein's relativity theory was proven in practice. Time of Earth was within 8 minutes the 
same as ours - but ONE YEAR LATER.
  Several colleagues had gathered around the mess table where Peter and I sat, and the discussion was lively.
What had happened with the missing year? It's a middle-aged astronaut on the Moon route who comes with 
the decisive words:
  "You are both of you wrong, boys. Nobody has neither lost or won a year. There has only been a year's 

displacement between your lives. You onboard the photon rocket - you have 
moved forward one year, but your life time hasn't changed. You can call it to travel
in time."

A nice little story. For us hard-boiled sf fans it may
seem trivial, but for the readers of this evening 
tabloid it must have been quite exciting.
  Earlier Intermissions have covered Eugen's early
life, born in Sweden in 1923 in a Russian immigrant
family, having the father Vladimir who was already
an acclaimed author. The father wrote a lot in
newspapers and weeklies and had several books
published in Swedish, becoming a respected and
well-known name in Stockholm's cultural life - even
appearing in national radio! Here you see the radio
program for August 21 1927, the relevant part reads 
"Vladimir Semitjov and his boy Valdemar play the
balalaika and guitar". The "Valdemar" mentioned



must be Eugen's - he was only four at the time - older brother Volodja, making the name sound more 
Swedish. It was only two years since the national radio monopoly had started, and having only one 
channel everyone who owned a radio set would listen. Beside being talented with words, the 
Semitjovs knew their way around music too!
  Father Vladimir would hit the ether more times, like having his books read on radio, as March 5 
1937 (see right), time 16:15 (4:15 PM): "A visit to the planet Venus. From 480 000 000 in outer 

space" by Vladimir Semitjov. Read for the youth by Fritiof Billquist." By the way, 
speaking of skiing, the radio program for this day also offered, 13:25 (1:25 PM) 
"Swedish Championship in cross-country skiing: the 50 km race (Örnsköldsvik)".
  To finish withy the Semitjovs, for now, let's note that Sweden's top space 
reporter of course lectured when the Swedish Interplanetary Society held its 10th 
anniversary, due to time dilation two years in advance, "Moon travellers in Spe 
having Supper", Aftonbladet ,October 17 1958:

The Swedish Interplanetary Society should have had its first big anniversary party 1960 -
when SIS is 10 years. But since 1958 has become the newborn aerospace big year, it 
came about already yesterday at the Airport Restaurant in Bromma. After Piccata 
Milanes and ringing toasts the chairman Åke Hjertsrand - who is heard in the radio news 
as soon something is on in space - the chairman gavel to his successor engineer Lars 
Henrik Ågren. Hjertstrand resigns to have time to prepare the international space 
convention in Stockholm 1960. As thanks for the support she has been Mrs Gun 
Hjertstrand was given a gold bracelet with the symbols of the World Federation by her 
husband. And they of course came into talking spaceflight. The SAAB boss Lars Brissing
said that astronautics (that's what spaceflight is called between the experts) is more 
dependent of human cooperation than technology. Civil  engineer Björn Bergkvist from 
the Aeronautic Experiments Agency wanted to have more respect for astronautics and 
director Lars Garielsson thought that the sputniks and the blessings from the pope has 
been most important for the space scientists' contacts with the public. PhD Carl 
Reuterswärd raised the question about the press and space news, while the AB artist 
Eugen Semitjov told how you can draw moon rockets at 5 in the morning. Mrs Märta 
Bergqvist told us that that there are schools that plan to can local history and replace it 
with space science. "I don't know one bit about astronautics, but am terribly interested," 
the newest SIS member Ulla Du Rietz said, in a dress red as Mars. And then the space 
society went home while the stars twinkled - perhaps not as distant as before.

The Swedish Interplanetary Society still "indirectly" exists, since it in 1968 joined 
the Aerotechnical Association ("Flygtekniska föreningen", name "Interplanetary" 
was unfortunately dropped)) which still exists, and has always been a much 
bigger group due to the quite important Swedish aircraft industry (building all 
those advanced jets: J29, J35, J37, now J39 Gripen). Here a presentation of the 
old Swedish Interplanetary Society, through Google Translate: 
https://translate.google.com/translate?

sl=auto&tl=sv&u=https://www.zenker.se/Space/sis_hjertstrand.shtml

Nothing Happened In 2020...
Intermission usually has an events calendar, showing and reporting from maybe half a dozen events 
the last month. I often attend lectures, seminars, art show openings, press conferences, literary 
events and so on. But virtually all of that have been cancelled since March last year. I did go to 
Lapland with my brother for a little vacation last summer, but I save that for a later issue - I have 
made Lapland reports before - and I have already reported from the small sf con Ökon2 we managed
to do in the autumn, the sole Swedish 2020 con. As the virus is clearly receding with vaccines and 
warmer weather, I hope that opportunistic politicians and snug "experts" will confess their sins and let 
us have a normal eventful life, with a calendar once more filled up...
  However, after the summer and much of the autumn the damn virus kept reasonably calm - until 
weather became colder and the virus yelled "Horray!" as people moved more indoors to infect each 

https://translate.google.com/translate?sl=auto&tl=sv&u=https://www.zenker.se/Space/sis_hjertstrand.shtml
https://translate.google.com/translate?sl=auto&tl=sv&u=https://www.zenker.se/Space/sis_hjertstrand.shtml


other in all friendliness...
  One publisher dared
to hold a book release,
for a social novel by
columnist Lena
Andersson (one of the
best ones, in the
Svenska Dagbladet
paper) and the
dystopian sf novel Lord
of the Rats by Carl
Johan De Geer, about
people and mutated
rats struggling
underground after the
Big Disaster (see left).
They held it September
24 in the Old Town's quaint
alleys outside the publisher's
bookshop. Echoing through
the alleys you could hear
New Orleans jazz played by
a small band brought in for
the occasion. Nice! Had a

little chat with Carl Johan, who I have known for many years, but was
very, very careful to keep six feet away, since he is in a risk group. Had
some bheer, krisps and a good time.
  And the Tranströmer Public Library, named for Nobel laureate Tomas
Tranströmer (unless some activist mob thinks he said something bad in
1962 and demands the place to be de-named...) had  live following of the Nobel prize announcement 
for literature to poet Louise Glück, with just a small audience present October 8 (below, left). Later, 
the same library, which has recently got new renovated space in the Citizen's House - where they 
were before, in another wing - held an on-line seminar on writing about love, December 3. No 

audience present or
allowed, but I took a shot
(below, right) of them setting
up their gear before they
closed and kicked us all out.
That's about all I have to
report for now. Lapland in
next ish, perhaps. There
have been a lot of on-line
events through Zoom or
Loom or Doom or what-the-
heck-it's-called, but I'm not

interested in such. Sitting in front of a computer to stare at a talking head isn't for me, unless it's 
something funny on Youtube.   I of course also went to Katarina Street above the Stockholm harbour 
for the best view of the New Year's fireworks, and I noted that there were just about as many people 
out as usual there. Quarantine? Distancing? Lockdowns? Don't kid us!

Me with CJ De Geer signing his new,k 
apocalyptic novel .



Sailing Cometh
R Graeme Cameron: Come back, all is
forgiven!
  William McCabe: According to all
experts I've heard the corona flu vaccines
do make you immune, ie if the vaccine
takes hold, if it works on you. They give
an efficiency of a vaccine, which for most
seems to be in the range 90-95%. If you
are in those 90-95% you are immune,
but if you still are inrected a vaccine will
make it less severe. The best info we
have also says you are immune if you
have had the virus, "for at least 12
months" (says our chief epidemiologist Dr Tegnell, adding "Re-infection seems to be extremely rare", 
single cases among millons or so). The vaccines also seems to work well on the new "mutations". 
Stockholm has seen lots of snow in January and February, and it's been rather cold. (Hear, Greta!) 
But we're used to it. It seems it has been worse in the US, even in many of the states that hardly ever
see snow. You're right about RE Howard! He imagined his stories set in on pre-historical Earth. As for
the Tentacles, I just found it through Google. Yes, there have always been "unknown" groups of fans; 
it's something I have sometimes found out, like the Atomic Noah club.
  Henry Grynnsten: Good that you found and liked and was inspired by Clloev! Interesting about 
Mozart, that he didn't write all the works ascribed to him. I must say it does sound a bit odd that he 
should have written his thirst three hour opera shortly after he was out of the womb... That other 
members of the family wrote some, that they "borrowed" pieces etc sounds possible. Many of the 
things and evidence you present looks compelling, but I don't know enough about classical music to 
say much. Personally, I'd like to see more off the strange hobbies of Arnold Layne...
  Garth Spencer: What were the mistakes in the Official Guidelines? As for making PDFs, it  also 
works very well to do them In Open Office Writer. Just select Save As PDF in the menus. BTW I've 
heard rumours that a group of 8 or possibly 9 unknown fans will congregate. Have you heard of it...?

Finally, congratulations to Sam
J Lundwall, who turned 80
February 24! No one has done
more for the sf genre over here
than him. Intermission has
earlier covered eg his music
and TV career, and from what I
heard the virus hasn't gotten to
him yet. To the right what I
posted on Twitter about him.
And also the links, in short form,
if you want to read more on
Sam J:
https://t.co/x1Bj74m4GG
https://t.co/U3Yomt1BjO
https://t.co/CtHJth4ZPb
https://t.co/6pBeNB2v3L

Doing  fanzines  is  like  a  virus!  So  join  EAPA  and  get  that  bug  instead  of  Another  Notorious  One...Doing  fanzines  is  like  a  virus!  So  join  EAPA  and  get  that  bug  instead  of  Another  Notorious  One...

https://t.co/6pBeNB2v3L
https://t.co/x1Bj74m4GG?amp=1
https://t.co/CtHJth4ZPb?amp=1
https://t.co/U3Yomt1BjO?amp=1
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Comments on issue 250

It Seemed Like a Good Idea at the Time. 
And it still does, actually. 

In any event, last issue I called for clever 
ideas for new things that the N3F could be 
doing.  A newszine was one. Then I urged 
that members reach out to whatever 
electronic social groups they are in, to find 
people who might be interested in joining 
us.  The other national hobby club of which 
I am President has since started doing this, 
and been remarkably successful, though they 
have a much easier sales line. 

My list of electronic groups is short, so I 
listed them.  At this point several non-
members threw  fits, and two current 
members quit (A third recently expired 
person also quit.)  On the other hand, a half-
dozen non-members paid up and joined. I 
have deliberately not mentioned it in any of 
the N3F zines I edit, in particular not 
naming the folks departing, because it would 
stir up a ruckus and make it less likely that 
the people who departed would return.   

Of course, one of the groups I mentioned 
was defunct, meaning no one could use it for 
recruiting anything. With respect to another 
group, our Treasurer assures me that it has 
substantial politics-free zones in which SF 
fans may be found, notwithstanding the 
foofaraw in the national media. 

The call for members to publicize the N3F  

remains in force on whichever electronic 
groups you use.  As a few of you may have 
heard, national politics has led to many sites 
being overrun with crazy people of all 
political persuasions. In recruiting for the 
N3F, please try to avoid recruiting people 
who are interested in mundane politics 
rather than the higher plane of stfnal 
fandom. As we now say on ours web site: 

“The mission of N3F is to help members 
enjoy and discuss science fiction and science 
fiction fandom in all media. The N3F 
welcomes the membership of fen of all 
nations, backgrounds, and political 
persuasions. We are here united in our love 
of science fiction and fantasy, broadly 
defined. Just as you take off your muddy 
shoes at the door when you come into the 
house, so also here you take off your real-
world politics and leave them at the 
entrance, because we are not here to discuss 
real-world politics.” 

There was a ruckus anyhow, primarily on 
File770.com. I asked that our zines – 
meaning TNFF, Tightbeam, and the old 
eZine, as our recent zines weren’t listed – be 
taken down from one web site, where the 
owner was a bit upset with me, and he did. 

Meanwhile, back at the ranch, I redid two 
web pages, one for the N3F and the other for 
AHIKS, formerly “The Avalon Hill 
Intercontinental Kriegspiel Society”.  
AHIKS is the board wargaming analog of 
the N3F.  It is the oldest international club in 
its area (founded 1966) and now has closing 
on700 members. The AHIKS web page was 
hand-coded; no one knew how to maintain 
it, so I started from scratch. You can see the 
result at AHIKS.com. The N3F web pages 
had been at Greengeeks, but David 
Speakman, who had set things up, wanted – 
before the ruckus began --  to shut down 
those pages and asked that they be moved, 



which I did. The structure of the new site is 
much like that at the old site, for which all 
credit goes to David Speakman. Thanks for 
the new N3F seal go to Alan Warner. 

On the bright side, by moving the web pages 
to the new host I mostly solved the problems 
with emailing our fanzines. 

NefferCon, the N3F Electronic 
Convention  

I have discussed this idea already, and will 
now lay out what I see us doing:  We 
advance to some internet social space.  I am 
inclined to say MeWe.com, because 
ConCellation is already in place on 
Facebook.  On one hand, we do not want to 
get into a fan feud with them.  On the other 
hand, the Facebook algorithms for detecting 
bad behavior and banning the guilty parties 
occasionally give interesting results, and I 
would rather not by accident upset the nice 
people who run FaceBook. 

We would then have several groups.  
NefferCon would be a guide.  NefferCon 
Dealer’s Row would let dealers in stfnal 
products list their wares.  NefferCon 
Fanzine Row would let Fanzine Editors 
exhibit and discuss their products.  These 
would all be moderated. NefferCon Author’s 
Row would let authors show off and discuss 
their books.  Jason and Mindy Hunt, who 
give us their wonderful site SciFi4Me.TV 
have discussed doing panel videos – this  is 
a bit outside my zone of competence. 

The groups would need to be moderated. 
There are no physical costs for the groups – 
the videos are a separate issue. No one 
would need to be charged admission. I am 
not sure how you would do a virtual con 
suite. 

As an addition, via Discord we can do audio 
or video zoom-like meetings.  I do not 
understand this topic beyond its name. 
So today I formatted an issue of Tightbeam 
and an issue of The N3F Review of Books, 
sent the first to my co-editor Jon Swartz, and 
created this modest fanzine entry. 

Comments on Last Issue  

We got up to 65 pages! As always, Jose 
Sanchez gave us a fine cover.  I am 
reminded of another novel with group 
consciousness via evolution, though all I 
really remember of it is a young lady 
hovering in mid air above the Grand 
Canyon.  Your reference to Claude Degler 
goes back a while; many younger fen will be 
thinking ‘who?’. 

Jeffrey Redmond: Well-written bit of 
pseudohistory.  For what you describe there 
is a Babylonian precedent, though it was a 
bit differently arranged. 

The Fanac project is at Fanac.org, and 
should be accessible with a normal browser. 
Nice and quite different art! 

Will Mayo: Spooky artwork, interesting 
references. An eldritch fog-shrouded 
graveyard. And you recruited a poet!  Good 
work!.  The ghost photo looks well done for 
its period. Tesla in his later years was, alas, 
quite daft.  Were you able to re-read The 
Great God Pan for that review? 

Jefferson Swycaffer: In defense of Bywater, 
1925 aircraft carriers were not stunningly 
effective. The Japanese navy until close to 
the end of the war wanted a definitive giant 
battle, ignoring that if the US lost a fleet we 
would just build another one.  Or two.  Or 
six.  While there were occasional 
submarines passing back and forth between 
Nazi Germany and Japan, the Japanese were 



never interested in the German use of 
submarine warfare.  There was a Battle of 
the Atlantic, but the Imperial Japanese Navy 
did not wage a submarine ‘Battle of the 
Pacific’ to interfere with American 
communications.  They could have, but they 
did not.  

Ahrvid Engholm: Welcome to N’APA!  
Please stay. As it happens we have other 
Swedish N3F activists, at least on 
FaceBook. Fascinating long piece on 
Swedish Fan history.  Please consider 
editing it into an article for the 
Fancyclopedia. Wasn’t Aniara turned into 
an opera? 

Lorien Rivendell: 2021 will not be the same 
as 2020. “Better” would also be nice. Thank 
you for going back to 217.  I am happy to 
see than NAPA has indeed revived. Fine 
zine comments.  We indeed live in a strange 
world. 

Samuel Lubell ... good point on not 
describing Larry White  Excellent question 
on fantasy novels.  I agree with your answer.  
In the L Sprague de Camp fantasy novel, at 
the very end the nobility was voted out and 
replaced with some sort of republic.  That 
seemed to be a discontinuity.  Chris 
Nuttall’s Schooled in Magic appears to be 
advancing in that direction..the young lady 
from our world not entirely deliberately 
introduces all sorts of reforms that lead to 
civil wars; his latest cover is the young lady 
crossing the barrier at the storming of the 
Bastille, except that on the safe for work 
book cover she is better dressed.  Thanks for 
the Review of A Memory Called Empire, 
another novel I will never have the time to 
read. 

First Exams 

I reached the first month exams.  They were 
actually spread over Sixday and Eightday, 
even-hour classes on one day and odd-hour 
classes on the other, so that exams could all 
last for two hours, with many students going 
home as soon as they had finished.  The 
Fundamentals of Magic exam began with 
the Gentleman’s Pass question.  A 
considerable number of my fellow students 
wrote the answer to that question, stood up, 
and left. The second and third questions 
matched more extended discussions of 
diagram and gesture magic.   

For the discussion of diagram magic, I 
dutifully gave the paper whitening spell, the 
well-known variation House Triskittenion 
uses,  and noted the Lecture I’d attended on 
spell cycles.  The question on gesture magic 
was much more challenging; I’ve rarely 
used it.  Unless you are very good indeed, 
gesture magic tends to be imprecise; our 
trading partners look to us for precision 
objects.   

Then at the end there were the two nasty 
questions. “Why did I not set out any 
reserve books?” and “In reading about sand 
magic, what did you learn?”  I described 
mapping the library, where I had searched, 
and finally confessed I had found nothing 
useful about sand magic.  I listed a series of 
sources I had consulted, none of which 
mentioned the topic, at least under any 
synonym I could guess. The index volumes 
to the Encyclopedia Arcana – that’s ten 
volumes – reference all sorts of uses for 
different sands, but none of the ones I had 
checked resemble Master Aduriel’s sand 
magic.  My conscience poked me in the ribs.  
I’d spent several hours checking the 
Encyclopedia, had other things I needed to 
study, and never got back to finding out 
what sand magic is.  I could point out it was 
unlike diagram magic.  If you have a 
diagram and cast its spell, the diagram is 



still there afterwards.  Some of the sands in 
Master Aduriel’s diagram vanished when his 
spell ignited.    There are spells where things 
disappear, but the disappearing things are 
material components.  If you combine iron 
ore, coal, and limestone in the right amounts 
with a bit of this and that, and summon – it’s 
at its heart a fire spell – heat you end up 
with liquid steel. 

GAPS HERE 

Brothers 

Your sister destroyed a combat golem. 

She what?  She’s going to be billed a fortune 
in weregild. 

Fortunately for her, no. 

No? How not? 

It was sent to kill her.  Instead, she killed it. 

MORE GAPS HERE 

Trial Session 1 

This was a formal trial, in the Dorrance 
Judicial Theater.  A dozen troopers of the 
Order of the Axe, their bodies and faces 
entirely hidden by blackened plate armor, 
stood in a line against the front wall.  They 
were on a stage, well above the audience. 
The front of the stage was formed by the 
desks of the Court officers, three of polished 
and oiled teak for the three judges, flanked 
on each side by wider but lower oak desks 
for the two clerks.  At each side of the stage, 
curtains hid doors leading to adjacent rooms.   

Bells clanged in the distance.  Three justices 
in pure-white robes tiptoed from behind one 
of the curtains, taking their places at their 

desks, to be followed by the clerks.  The 
Lead Justice struck the gong that hovered 
above her desk.   “Be at peace,” she chanted.  
“Be at peace.”  Moore had warned me to 
stay rooted in my seat, so that’s what I did.  

“We are here gathered to settle multiple 
legal claims, some with requests for damage.  
First, there are weregeld claims against 
Harold Fourbridge for attempting the 
murder of Adara Triskittenion. In order of 
seniority of the complainant: Dorrance 
Academy claims damage to the Campus 
Martius, and asks financial recompense from 
Harold Fourbridge, Adara Triskittenion, and 
their houses.  House Fourbridge and Harold 
Fourbridge both complain against Adara 
Triskittenion that she caused Harold 
Fourbridge to be expelled from Dorrance 
Academy, that she destroyed a valuable 
combat golem, and that she stole an ancient 
treldiar belonging to House Fourbridge.  
Adara Triskittenion alleges that Harold 
Fourbridge thrice attempted her murder, first 
by attacking her with a combat golem, 
second by attacking her with spells, and 
third by attempting to attack her with a 
treldiar.  She asserts that he further made 
against her an insult that made this a death-
pride honor duel.  She asks weregild from 
Harold Fourbridge for these acts. In all these 
charges, only one treldiar is under 
consideration.”  The murmur in the 
courtroom had become larger and larger but 
was suddenly still when the attempted 
murder charges were reached.  “Are their 
other, related complaints?” 

“Your Excellency?”  That was the 
Academy’s lead counsel, Michael 
Flaxhammer.  “We wish to add additional 
complaints asking weregild against Harold 
Fourbridge, based on this list of complaints 
that were continued on the promise of future 
good behavior by Harold Fourbridge, a 



promise he has broken.”  He waved a thick 
stack of papers. 

“Your Excellency!” Brother Moore, seated 
at my side, could be quite emphatic.  
“Noting the intervention of House 
Fourbridge in this matter, the claims against 
my client being on the part of House 
Fourbridge in addition to Harold Fourbridge, 
we also ask weregild be levied against 
House Fourbridge for the attempted murder.  
Furthermore, noting that Harold Fourbridge 
may yet be sent to the Headsman, depending 
on the outcome here, we ask that House 
Fourbridge specify his House heirs, that they 
may be summoned to pay.”  The Fourbridge 
barrister turned beet-red.  “Furthermore, as 
the suits against my client are a continuation 
of a Death-Pride Honor duel between Harold 
Fourbridge and my client, my client being 
the abused party, we ask that all claims 
against my client should be dismissed.” 

There was more noise behind me. It was 
very much not generally known that there 
had been a  Death-Pride Honor duel. Moore 
had explained to me: Notwithstanding all the 
romance novels in the world, none of which 
I had ever read, most of which culminate in 
at least one Death-Pride Honor duel, Death-
Pride Honor duels are actually extremely 
rare.  However, he’d viewed the image 
recording from Violent House.  You could 
easily hear Harold Fourbridge use the two 
words I’d named, a considerable number of 
other objectionable words, and incidentally 
watch him try to kill me. My Death-Pride 
Honor challenge was clearly valid. 

“Your Excellency?” That was an elderly 
gentleman sitting almost behind me. 
“Anthony Milano.  Additional party’s 
claim?” 

“Yes, Counselor Milano?” The Chief Justice 
said.  “And your claim is?” 

“I speak for the Army,” Milano announced  
“We assert that the golem in question was a 
Class IV-A device, somehow removed from 
Westfort, its absence from stores not being 
noticed because it had been switched with a 
House Fourbridge golem, which we have in 
our possession.  We ask weregild against 
Adara Triskittenion, perhaps by reflection 
against Harold Fourbridge and House 
Fourbridge, for the destruction of our 
extremely expensive high-power combat 
golem.” 

Now the courtroom became quite noisy. 
Stealing weapons from the Army, not that 
they had many of them to steal, required 
circumventing multiple solid sets of wards.  
How, I wondered, had it been done? 

The Lead Justice struck her gong again.  
“Counsel Milano,” she ask, “to repeat what I 
think I heard you say, the Army is claiming 
that someone stole a Class IV Golem out of 
storage in Westfort?”   

Brother Moore scribbled a note to me.  
“New claim,” he wrote.  “Novel.  Scrambles 
claim priorities.” 

“Yes, your excellency,” Milano answered.  
“And powered it up completely, and set it to 
kill Miss Triskittenion here.  Also, as these 
are Army claims, they take priority over all 
claims other than those of Dorrance 
Academy, to which they are equal.” 

The Chief Justice looked at the ground.  “I 
see.  Are there any other parties wishing to 
press a claim?  Speak now, or suffer 
separate trial.”  The courtroom was quite 
quiet. 

Grandpa Worrow cleared his throat.  
“Intervention for clarification?” he asked. 



“Might simplify matters.”  The Chief Justice 
nodded politely. 

“Counsel Milano,” Grandpa asked, in that 
sweet tone he used as he was preparing to 
gut an opponent, verbally, of course.  “Did I 
hear you say that the Army had had a Class 
IV golem in its possession?  Before it 
somehow left Westfort?  And reached 
here?”   

“Absolutely.  The serial number on the seal, 
recovered from the wreckage, matches the 
serial number in Westfort records,” Milano 
said.   

One of the Justices looked up sharply. 
Grandpa held up a hand and smiled 
meaningfully at the bench. 

“So, just for completeness,” Grandpa said, 
“what was that serial number? One?  Two?” 

“Thirty-seven,” Milano answered. 

“So, did the Army audit the other thirty-six 
golems,” Grandpa asked, “to confirm no one 
had switched the seals, so that in discussing 
damages that might hypothetically be paid 
by House Triskittenion the exact value of 
the golem in question can be determined?  
After all, they’re unlikely to be exactly 
identical to each other.” 

“We can certainly do that,” Milano said.  “It 
may take a week or two.” 

“Is this digression truly needed?” the Chief 
Justice asked.  “This is the sort of thing we 
usually resolve in the damage phase...” 

“Darn straight it is!” the attentive Associate 
Justice interrupted.  “Counsel Milano, I 
believe I heard you state that the Army has 
in its possession thirty-six Class Four 
golems.” His voice rose to a shout.  “Is that 

correct?  Let me remind you that you are 
being questioned from the bench, and the 
penalty for lying to the bench is death by 
hrordrin.” 

Milano wilted.  “Ummh, I believe that’s not 
the exact number,” he said. 

“What is the number?” the Associate Justice 
shouted. 

“Is there some issue here, Merritt?” the Lead 
Justice asked. 

“The Commonality Union Treaty, Milady,” 
Associate Justice Merritt answered. 
“Auxiliary provisions.”  Madame Lead 
Justice looked baffled.  “And now, Counsel 
Milano, the number?” 

“Please let me think for a moment.”  He 
looked like a rat, cornered by a terrier, and 
facing imminent dismemberment. “Ummh, I 
have not seen an Audit Count, nor did I 
expect this question, but the largest number I 
recall hearing for the number of Army Class 
IV golems was, I think, one hundred and 
twelve.  From the context I only vaguely 
recall, I do not believe that’s a current 
count.” 

“Madame Lead Justice?” Grandpa Worrow 
asked.  She nodded.  “The construction of 
Class Four golems, then a hypothetical 
creation, was explicitly forbidden by the 
Union Treaty.  Their manufacture is a 
Dissolution Ground.  I ask as a start that the 
Army claims against my House be voided, 
on the grounds the damage occurred as a 
result of High Crimes admitted to have been 
performed by the Army, namely possession 
and perhaps construction of Class IV 
golems.  I ask that the Army pays to each 
injured party – that is all of the other parties 
here, I believe --  the statutory ten-fold 
damages for a Dissolution Crime, and you 



form a Committee of Inquiry to determine 
who-all is to be summarily executed as 
required by the Union Treaty for this crime.” 

The courtroom became extremely noisy.  “I 
believe the Court needs to consider these 
issues,” the Chief Justice announced, “and to 
consult with higher authorities.  We stand 
recessed until...” 

“Objection!” Michael Flaxhammer was 
remarkably fast off the mark. “There is only 
one higher authority here, the Dorrance 
Academy Law Faculty.” 

“Surely I may consult with higher courts?” 
Madame Chief Justice was now thoroughly 
confused. 

“Esmeralda?” That was Associate Justice 
Merritt.  “Mister Fourbridge here?  His 
mother is a High Justiciar of the Supreme 
Judicial Court. We can’t consult with them 
or any of their subsidiary courts. That’s 
almost all courts.  For acts on Academy 
Grounds, we consult with the Law Faculty.” 

Grandpa Worrow cleared his throat again.  
Madame Chief Justice raised her hands in 
desperation. “As Union Treaty violations 
have been specified,” Grandpa said, “the 
High Treaty Court must be convened. That’s 
thirty Capital Days notice. As Counsel 
Milano is also perhaps through no fault of 
his own a witness, I ask that he be detained 
on Academy grounds.” 

A smile crossed Milano’s face. “I propose 
the Guest Quarters at Barrister House, if 
they will have me, with access to their Law 
Library, me to remain on Barrister House 
grounds until summoned.” 
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 Greater than any heaven or hell, death or karma are the things a man has to 

live within himself. It takes a lifetime. 

     I’ve lived my life along the edge of what passed as society, never one of the so-

called normal majority and never really a genuine outlaw either. And just being 

myself and doing my own things as all the world got crazier than I could ever 

claim to be. I do well here with my cat and books, mind me, I sure do. But what a 

man would give for just a little respect. I tell you, that is something else now. 

     There will always be unknowns in this world for which there’s no answer. And 

there will always be those that go looking anyway, kind of like that old song about 

a lady building a stairway to heaven. 

     Some people talk to gods. Others have imaginary friends all their own. Myself, I 

talk to my computer and my black cat. I find that they make much better 

company. 

     Some say there are gods, some say there are other universes, other dimensions 

tucked within this one. I know none of those things. I know only this now, this still 

night, this word on the screen. No more. 

     It’s interesting that several times a year I make statements which some people 

find controversial, since I am just a mild-mannered man who rarely leaves his 

apartment building and is more at home with his books and his cat than anything 

else. Perhaps I am just at the time of life when I consider the important questions 

of life and in the end I am just as clueless as everybody else. Unlike the preachers 

that claim all the answers can be found in their holy books, I claim no answers 

whatsoever. But early on I learned that questions are a lot more important than 

any answers. And I stand with the questions. 

     It’s good to get the latest NAPA and reflect upon the fact that I have at last 

gotten away from talking about politics and religion and have instead gotten back 

to what concerns me most—namely my hometown and what goes bump in the 

night. There are, after all, mysteries which await us still. 



Across the street from me—Carroll Creek Bridge 



Reviews 

     I think of Jorge Luis Borges’ statement that “I would like to think of heaven 

as a kind of library” and if indeed Borges was right and heaven is a kind of library 

then I think surely there must be a Life Reviewer on hand to review all the lives 

available. His reviews such as “Mixed review. You take the good with the bad”, 

“Boring. Don’t try this life” and “Bang up performances by all concerned. Don’t 

hesitate to try this life out” would then be published and all the patrons of 

heaven’s library would choose among the lives recommended and live again for a 

spell…such as we are said to do on Earth in our day and age. Never a dull 

moment.   

I Am Legend by Richard Matheson.  

     Richard Matheson paved new ground in this vampire classic about one man 

alone in a world of the Undead. Other vampire books and movies have come 

along in the decades since Matheson penned this thriller but none have done it 

with the same attention to detail as he did. You have to read it to know it. Five 

stars. Recommended. 

Sex and Rockets: The Occult World of Jack Roberts.  

This was a different kind of book about a man active in rocketry, science fiction 

and the occult, and so I feel that it necessitates a different kind of review.  See as 

follows— 

     I think often of Jack Parsons, the man whose rocket fuel would send men and 

their machines to the Moon and beyond but also the man notorious for the black 

masses and orgies held at his house in California. When L. Ron Hubbard, founder 

of the Church of Scientology, stole his girl Betty, something died in Jack right then 

and there and when Parsons’ life ended in a mysterious explosion a few years 

later it was said that Jack rode that rocket for all it was worth. To this day, you can 

hear people say, “Ride, Jack, ride.” And all look at the stars in this night sky in 

wonder. 



A Town That Refuses To Give Up Its Dead

     Every now and then residents of my town will report seeing an army of soldiers fill its 

streets and fields. A cadaverous drummer boy will beat his instrument with worn sticks, a 

fog will rise from the ground and just as quickly as the army appeared it then disappears 

into thin air as the screams of the long dead fill the residents’ rooms and fade 

away…Gone…Gone once more…. 



Getting Ourselves Gone 

When I was coming up in this world I had great aunts, great uncles 

and a great grandmother that told the best ghost stories. 

Then they all got themselves gone. 

Oh, I had parents as well. They fed me, schooled me 

and lent a hand to all my affairs. 

And then they got gone as well. 

In time you and I will get gone as well, giving ourselves to the earth and sky 

and the world around us. But for now, we stay, telling tales in the passing. 

Before they too get gone. 

Getting gone. 

You might say it’s our own way of life. 
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… Letters of Comment on N’APA 50 

Synergy 26: I’m a big fan of Ted Sturgeon so 

think it great that he inspired you. “Substitutions” 

again feels more like background that an actual 

story. The characters are described rather than 

shown. Lots of good art in this issue. 

Good Life 16: I think fandom naturally attracts 

misfits and those who do not fit in with normal 

society.  

Archive Midwinter: I’ve not heard of The Great 

Pacific War. It is interesting that an author in 

1925 would write a book set just a few years in 

the future, but maybe it was meant as a warning. 

Intermission 104: The Hiccup Virus story seems 

to be satirizing our reaction to the coronavirus. 

But I don’t think a virus that has killed half a 

million people in the U.S. alone and left many 

more with long-term effects is something that is 

“only dangerous for the elderly and those with 

underlying medical conditions.”  Thanks for the 

glimpse of Swedish fandom’s reactions to nuclear 

power and the space race 

Notes from a Galaxy 24.  I agree 2020 seemed 

slow, to take forever, but also fast as nothing 

happened.  

Ye Murthered Mage.  A Newszine sounds like a good idea but it would have to do something that Locus 

and File 770 are not already doing especially as we’d be coming out monthly and blogs would be able to 

produce content daily. This is what weakened newsmagazines like Time and Newsweek. By the time they 

came out, everyone already knew the news from TV and newspapers. So what the magazines did was shift 

to providing more commentary on the news. It didn’t save Newsweek (which was sold by the Washington 

Post after circulation dropped from 4 million to 1.5 million by 2010 and may be down to just 100K since 

then) but it is working for Time Magazine. 

 

…Mostly Neglected Writers: Henry Kuttner and C.L. Moore 
 

Henry Kuttner and C.L. Moore had impressive solo careers before their marriage and even more 

impressive careers afterwards. Catherine Luucille (C.L.) Moore was known for her stories of space 

adventurer Northwest Smith (doubtlessly an ancestor of both Han Solo and Indiana Jones) and one of the 

earliest female sword and sorcery characters in Jirel of Joiry. Henry Kuttner had become a mainstay of 

Weird Tales. In 1937 he had nine stories in Weird Tales, counting collaborations and pen names. He was 

extremely prolific in 1939 he had 20 stories published and in 1940, 23.   

 

Once the two married, virtually everything they wrote, under both their names and their enormous number 

of pseudonyms, was a collaboration to some degree. Friends said if one left the typewriter in the middle of a 
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story or even a sentence, the other would sit down and pick up where the other 

left off. They are probably best known for “Mimzy Were the Borogoves”, 

published as by Lewis Padgett, in which toys from the far future educate two 

siblings in non-Eculid geometry. Don’t judge the story by the movie, The Last 
Mimzy. “Vintage Season” published as by "Lawrence O'Donnell,” but almost 

certainly mostly by C.L. Moore, is about Time Travelers who visit periods of 

Earth’s history right before great disasters take place. “The Proud Robot” by 

Lewis Padgett (Moore later said this one was totally Kuttner) is about an inventor 

named Gallegher who only invents things when drunk and his sober self then 

has to figure out what the invention does. Their Baldy series is an early example 

of mutants hiding from their gifts from humanity (in contrast to the many, many 

stories about mutant supermen conquering (or saving) the world). 

 

Sadly, their writer careers were short. C.L. Moore’s first professional publication 

was "Shambleau", about Northwest Smith and space vampires, in the November 

1933 issue of Weird Tales.  Kuttner’s first story was "The Graveyard Rats" for Weird Tales in 1936. Both 

mostly stopped writing in the mid 1950s, as Kutner went to college for a Master’s degree and Moore began 

to teach writing. After Kuttner died in 1958, Moore wrote scripts for Warner Brothers television, before 

retiring from writing after her second marriage.   

 

Most of their work is out of print, although ebooks of some of their stories are available. Amazon has The 
Best of C.L. Moore & Henry Kuttner available for the Kindle for $2.99.  The Henry Kuttner Mega Science 
Fiction Collection has four novels and a few short stories for 99 cents. If you prefer print, haunt used 

bookstores or seek online for the out-of-print Two-Handed Engine: The Selected Stories of Henry Kuttner 
and C.L. Moore edited by David Curtis (Centipede Press) with 900 pages of their stories. Most collections 

of great stories of the Golden Age of SF contain at least one of their stories.   

 

…Hugo Nominations 2021 
 
As the nomination ballots for the Hugo Award are being counted for the DC Worldcon I was able to sneak 

a peek at the list for best novel. I’m scooping Pile 22O with this. You read them here first.  

 

British Gods by Hail Amen – In response to complaints that he had become too American since moving to 

the States, Amen wrote this sequel to American Gods. It has the same plot, but substitutes British Gods like 

Maggie Thatcher and Henry the Eighth for the American ones, everyone drinks tea, and the author inserts 

‘u’s into words randomly. 

The Ministry of Magic Futures by Him, Robin Stanleyson – Set in 

the Harry Potter universe, can the Ministry of Magic solve climate 

change by having wizards cast freezing spells before the melting ice 

caps drown London and most of the rest of the world?  

 The Network Affect by Martha Sickly – In an age where everyone 

has a camera phone broadcasting their lives on MeTube, causing 

everyone to act cool, Cancelbot “cancels” those with low ratings.  

Ancillary Justice League by Annie Lucky – With the regular Justice 

League sidelined by the latest Crisis/retcon/movie rights lockup, it’s 

up to the second stringers to save the day. Novelization of the DC 

Comics event. 

The Calculating Stars by Marty Batmanette Powal – In Hollywood, 

the devil makes a deal with aging actresses to get them leading roles in the new blockbuster movie.  
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The Last Good Boy Rex by Johns Scuzzy – As the currents in space allowing travel between the different 

planets of the Codependency collapse, the characters are reduced to cursing their fate. Only the last good 

dog in the universe, Rex, can save everyone if only they will stop cursing long enough for him to somehow 

tell them that Timmy has fallen into a well.  

Note: Dead Flies Streaming by Harlie Boss was ruled ineligible. Considering the whole continuing Brexit 

mess, judges still think the idea that Cthulhu runs the British bureaucracy is plausible so the book may be 

non-fiction. 

Oh, if you haven’t guessed. April Fools! 

 

…Cancel Culture and SF 
 

The estate of Dr. Seuss (yes he counts as a science fiction/fantasy writer) has withdrawn six of his books, 

including his first book, And to Think That I Saw It on Mulberry Street saying “These books portray 

people in ways that are hurtful and wrong.” This year’s Worldcon has disinvited its publisher Guest of 

Honor, Toni Weisskopf (of Baen Books) after a blogger accused Baen Books’ online forum of advocating 

(or at least tolerating) racism, sexism, and promotion of violence. Although Weisskopf shut down these 

forums, some people said it was not enough and Discon3 removed her from being a Guest of Honor. 

(Note: although I am a member of the organization sponsoring the Worldcon and am on the convention’s 

staff I was not involved in this decision.)  Disney removed actress Gina Carano from her role in Star Wars: 
The Mandalorian due to her social media posts comparing conservatives to victims of the Holocaust, 

among others.  

 

 Conservatives have accused liberals of trying to silence conservative voices and imposing a 

cancel culture on those insufficiently “woke.” But at the same time they are ignoring their 

own long history of conservatives trying to censor liberal content such as children’s 

books with gay couples and nontraditional gender role, even a picture book, And Tango 
Makes Three, about two male penguins in a zoo who adopted an egg. There was a fairly 

large movement in the comic book community objecting to the increasing number of 

minority and female superheroes.  Gamergate attacked women in the gaming community. And of course no 

football team has been willing to hire football star Colin Kaepernick after conservatives attacked him for 

kneeling during the national anthem. So conservatives are being completely hypocritical when they attack 

liberals for doing the same thing.  

 

Of course two wrongs do not make a right and saying the other side does it too is hardly a valid defense. But 

note that much of the so-called cancel culture is people adapting their own content. For instance it was the 

copyright owners that discontinued the Dr. Seuss books. And Disney, as the owners of Lucasfilm, decides 

who can appear in their movies and TV shows. And certainly movie studios are reluctant to hire actors and 

actresses whose personal notoriety (for whatever reason) overshadows the roles they play.  

 

This is not an issue of free speech, which only applies to the government.  People naturally form their own 

opinions of others based on what they say and with whom they associate. And as society changes what is 

acceptable behavior also changes. We should acknowledge that the past was different from today without 

locking the present into the mold of the past. So while museums and history books need to show what 

happened in the past; this can be done without lionizing past figures whose behavior is now unacceptable by 

present day standards. Also, tastes and styles change and popular entertainment changes to match the times. 

For instance look at the Batman of the 1960s TV show compared to the Batman of The Dark Knight.  
 

Similarly, science fiction has grown and changed. For instance the work of much of early science fiction 

would not be publishable today due to the flat characterization and lack of literary polish. Science fiction 
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has grown and evolved past this base. Even works of hard science fiction and space opera need strong 

characters and inspiring writing, not just intriguing ideas.  

 
…Short Reviews by Sam Lubell 

 

 The Unspoken Name by A.K. Larkwood. Csorwe, an orc, is supposed to die 

for the god known as the Unspoken One. Instead she escapes the House of 

Silence with the help of Belthandros Sethennai, a wizard looking for a partner 

to help him achieve his revenge. He arranges for her to be trained as a fighter 

(and spy) and they have adventures until Sethennai wins control of his city. But 

the real plot is the growing relationship between Csorwe and Shuthmili, a 

Qarsazh adept. I found the first half better than the second half but the 

characterization of the two leads and the way both break free of others 

expectations kept me reading. 

 

Redshirts by John Scalzi. This is a very meta book. It’s about ensigns on a 

starship much like the Enterprise who discover that the reason why everyone 

on the ship except the top officers is afraid of away missions is that the non-

officers keep dying. And that’s because a poorly written Star Trek show in the 

early 21st century takes them over, except during commercial breaks when they can think for themselves. 

The solution is to go back in time and stop them. The book seems to be light but the novel ends with 80 

pages of codas with different present day characters influenced by the time travelers. This makes the book 

deeper than one would suspect with some philosophy on the nature of reality. Still a quick read with not as 

much staying power as some of Scalzi’s other books.  

 

Remake by Connie Willis. A love story to the movie musical. In a future Hollywood where movies are an 

endless stream of remakes using digitized actors of the past, a man who has the job of digitally altering 

classics to remove the smoking and alcohol (science fiction then) falls in love with a woman who wants to 

dance in the movies. But no movies are being made. Then he starts seeing her in the chorus line and even 

leading roles of classic movies. A wonderful short tale with lots of the Connie Willis humor that was mostly 

missing in her Blackout/All Clear.  

 

The Kinsman Saga by Ben Bova. This is the story of an astronaut who in a cold war space dispute kills a 

cosmonaut only to discover that she is female. This sets him on the road to reject military uses to space and 

when he becomes administrator of the U.S. moon base, makes peace with his Russian counterpart and tries 

to make the moon an independent state. It is amazing how much older SF resembles alternative history. I 

don't think I'd trade lunar colonies by 2000 for the dismal future and cold war in the book. There is great 

characterization of Kinsman and his best friend Colt, but not for the female characters. 

 

To Say Nothing of the Dog by Connie Willis. This is a very funny book about time travel. I loved all the 

literary references and the fantastic characterization. The descriptions of being time-lagged were great. 

Hopefully the author's Blackout/All Clear has allowed her to get the WWII blitz out of her system as it kept 

popping up here even though this is mostly about the 19th century. 

 

Note: All articles and opinions in Samizdat are those of the author, Samuel Lubell, and not any employer 

or client.  


